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Abstract
Cloud brokering facilitates Cloud Service Users (CSUs) to find cloud ser-
vices according to their requirements. In the current practice, CSUs or
Cloud Service Brokers (CSBs) select cloud services according to Service
Level Agreement (SLA) committed by Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) in
their website. In our observation, it is found that most of the CSPs do not
fulfill the service commitment mentioned in the SLA agreement. Verified
cloud service performances against their SLA commitment of CSPs provide
an additional trust on CSBs to recommend services to the CSUs. In this
thesis work, we propose a SLA assured service-brokering framework, which
considers both committed and delivered SLA by CSPs in cloud service rec-
ommendation to the users.
For the evaluation of the performance of CSPs, two evaluation techniques:
Heat Map and Intuinistic Fuzzy Logic (IFL) are proposed, which include
both directly measurable and non-measurable parameters in the perfor-
mance evaluation CSPs. These two techniques are implemented using real
data measured from CSPs. Both performance evaluation techniques rank/-
sort CSPs according to their service performances. The result shows that
Heat Map technique is more transparent and consistent in CSP performance
evaluation than IFL technique. As cloud computing is location independent
technology, CSPs should respect the current regulatory framework in deliv-
ering services to the users. In this work, regulatory compliance status of the
iv
CSPs is also analyzed and visualized in performance heat map table to pro-
vide legal status of CSPs. Moreover, missing points in their terms of service
and SLA document are analyzed and recommended to add in the contract
document. In the revised European data protection regulation (GPDR),
data protection impact assessment (DPIA) is going to be mandatory for
all organizations/tools. The decision recommendation tool developed using
above mentioned evaluation techniques may cause potential harm to indi-
viduals in assessing data from multiple CSPs. So, DPIA is carried out to
assess the potential harm/risks to individuals due to decision recommenda-
tion tool and necessary precaution to be taken in decision recommendation
tool to minimize possible data privacy risks.
To help CSUs in easy decision making to select cloud services from multi-
cloud environment, service pattern analysis techniques and prediction of
future performance behavior of CSPs are also proposed in the thesis work.
Prediction patterns and error measurement shows that automatic prediction
methods can be implemented for short time period as well as longer time
period.
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Introduction
1

Chapter 1
Introduction
In the recent years, Cloud Computing (CC) is introduced as a novel computing paradigm
that offers computing facilities as a service [111], [38]. A specific feature of cloud com-
puting, in comparison with other computing paradigm such as grid computing [58], is
that it allows the provision of on-demand, scalable storage resources and customized
computing environments, using a pay-as-you-go pricing model. Increasing number of
Cloud User/Customers (CUs) of Cloud Service Provider (CSP) makes more complex to
handle all the services for the cloud service providers. However, outsourcing of duties
and infrastructure to external parties minimizes the extra burden of the cloud providers
in some extent. Cloud users requirements are different according to their nature of busi-
ness but it is very difficult to get services exactly according to their requirement from
single cloud service provider [136]. Generally, cloud service providers are focused on
specific cloud services such as IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. So, it is not possible to fulfill all
the expectations of each customer of different categories. User prefers some features of
one cloud service provider and some features of another cloud service provider.
In this context, it is necessary to develop a framework, which considers the cloud
users’ requirements, the cloud service provider’s commitments and verification of these
commitments by an independent 3rd party mediator. All this in order to recommend
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services to the cloud users. At the same time, it is also important to assess the regu-
latory compliance of the provided services according to the current regulatory frame-
work [55], [67].
Several organizations and bodies ([61], [95]) designed a cloud brokering architecture
in order to deal with the interactions between users and providers in a inter-cloud
environment [26]. It mediates multiple cloud providers by integrating, aggregating and
customizing their services. Inter-cloud computing architecture allows users to easily
transfer the cloud users application workloads via clouds irrespective of cloud service
provider platform. Cloud service broker identifies the suitable cloud service provider
by satisfying the cloud user’s service needs. Architecture for cloud service broker is
proposed to operate in inter-cloud environment. Cloud service brokers are also defined
as trusted advisors who make possible business deal [133].
In this thesis, we investigate service performance and regulatory compliance status
of the cloud providers. In particular, firstly, we measure the service performance of
the cloud provider to check the SLA compliance against the SLA commitment in their
website to the users. To evaluate the service performance status, we propose two
algorithms and compare each other in terms of their feasibility in cloud brokering
architecture. Secondly, we analyze the regulatory compliance status of cloud providers
according to the terms and conditions mentioned in a cloud contract document. We
also implement proposed most efficient algorithm, Heat Map Technique, for evaluating
the service performance of cloud provider to evaluate the regulatory compliance status
of the cloud provider. To shortly introduce the work carried out in this thesis, in
Section 1.1, we present the problem statement, detailing the motivation for this work.
In Section 1.2, we present the research questions that will be addressed in this thesis.
Major scientific contributions of the thesis are summarized in Section 1.3. Finally, in
Section 1.5, we present the organization of the remainder of the thesis.
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1.1 Problem Statement
Cloud computing has recently emerged as a promising technology for IT industry. Due
to the fast emerging cloud computing market over the last several years, the number
of cloud providers has significantly increased. Requirements of the CUs are different
according to the nature of business and usage. SLA agreement and terms of service in
cloud computing help CUs to easily enter into cloud environment. At the same time
CUs face many problems because of unclear terms and conditions or unbalanced terms
and conditions, which are sometimes in the favor of cloud providers. Cloud contract
may not follow the existing regulations and contract law [47]; in other words, it is not
mandatory to fully adopt contract law in cloud computing contract [46]. Most of the
big international cloud service providers offer terms of service including Service Level
Agreement (SLA) in their website. In practice, there are two contracting models in
cloud computing: 1) Online agreement; 2) Standard, negotiated and signature based
agreement [35]. Online-based agreement is the most commonly followed model by cloud
providers, where cloud users do not have any bargaining power to negotiate the stan-
dard agreement offered by cloud providers. The standard, negotiated, signature based
agreement, which generally occurs when larger companies want to move their critical
data or applications to the cloud (for instance, to the public cloud). In such agree-
ment, cloud users are free to push their terms and conditions as well as requirements
according to them in the contract document.
With the increasing number of CSPs, selecting an appropriate CSP according to
their requirements is a complex and tedious job for the cloud users [138]. In the current
practice, SLA and terms and conditions committed by CSPs are considered to select an
appropriate CSP. In reality, it is seen that all the cloud provider may not fully comply
the service performance commitments mentioned in their contract document [136]. If
a cloud provider does not meet the committed service offer, cloud users are eligible to
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receive a Service Credit [134]. The service credit is a credit calculated as a percentage
of the total charges paid by the cloud user. The received compensation may however be
negligible compared to the losses caused by the insufficient QoS. In many cases, cloud
providers offer similar or identical characteristics of services such as service availability,
reliability, performance and so on, but they exhibit differences in terms of price, quality
of service, service delivery and customer experience. In cloud computing, there is not a
standardized format nor terminology [63] for cloud contract, and do not abide by any
precise definition, notwithstanding some recent attempts [17] towards standardization.
So, it always adds extra burden to cloud users and cloud brokers for selecting cloud
services from appropriate cloud providers [70], [132].
A cloud brokering architecture [61], [95] in order to deal with the interactions be-
tween users and providers in a inter-cloud environment [26] can help users to find
appropriate services but service performance verification against the commitments of
CSPs [134], [136] and awareness with current regulatory compliance [127],[41] are still
missing in the current cloud brokering architecture. In this section, we identify the ma-
jor the problems in cloud service brokering as an independent 3rd party cloud service
recommender from legal and technical perspective.
Problem 1:
Due to the recently emerged technology, there is not a standardized format nor ter-
minology for cloud contract [63] in cloud computing except some recent attempts [17]
towards standardization. Moreover, recent cloud service brokering architecture is not
aware of current legal/regulatory compliance check [127],[41] to recommend services to
cloud users.
Cloud service contract (agreement) offered by CSPs should be fair and transparent
to both parties. Cloud users are not yet convinced with current practiced standard
Terms of service provided in Cloud contracts. However cloud contract documents have
neither standardized format nor terminology [63], and do not abide by any precise defi-
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nition, notwithstanding some recent attempts [17] towards standardization1, terms and
conditioned mentioned in the contract document should be clear and transparent be-
tween both agreed parties. Contract document offered by majority of the cloud provider
do not follow the existing regulations and contract law [47]. In most of the cases, Cloud
Service User/Customers (CSUs) should be relied on SLA to search appropriate service
search but there is not a standard cloud SLA template in cloud computing. Major-
ity of the cloud providers offer monthly uptime in percentage as the main Quality of
Service (QoS) indicator, which is an advantage for cloud provider because of missing
standard SLA template in cloud computing.
Cloud service brokering framework can play and important role in law/regulation
compliance management of cloud services [41]. However, current cloud service bro-
kering framework only consider the service performance commitments of the CSPs to
recommend services to the users [37], [36], [59], [82], [40], [131], [19], [56], [113], [22] and
some recently proposed brokering frameworks to consider legal/regulatory compliance
check [41] are in preliminary phase and do not consider service performance status
together with legal/regulatory compliance of CSPs.
Problem 2:
Lack of verification of delivered service performance against the committed SLA by
cloud providers to the CSPs.
In practice, cloud providers commit various service performance indicators in SLA
document. SLA document is the main source either for cloud service users to select
services according to their preference or for cloud service broker to recommend services
to the end users [37]. In reality, it is seen that all the cloud provider may not fully
comply the service performance commitments mentioned in their SLA [136]. In such
situation, cloud service end users may not receive appropriate service according to their
expectation. Real status/log of service delivery of CSPs monitored [4] by unbiased and
1https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/cloud-service-level-agreement-
standardisation-guidelines
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independent 3rd party auditor/verifier may help cloud users or service broker to decide
the appropriate cloud service of CSP according to their requirements.
Problem 3:
Due to lack of efficient 3rd party mechanism to collect service performance status
of CSPs to choose the cloud services from multiple cloud service providers [83], cloud
users should follow the complex manual searching method to decide the cloud services
It is not possible to get cloud services from single cloud provider exactly according
to the cloud users preferences because of different nature of business need of cloud users.
To select appropriate services from multiple cloud providers, cloud users should access
their individual website to choose the services according to their preferences [83]. It
consumes extra time and money of the cloud users. Various cloud services collected from
different cloud provider may be expensive to the cloud users [136]. There are few cloud
brokering parties, which mediate between cloud users and cloud providers [56], [113],
[22], but these cloud brokering framework only considers the committed SLA by cloud
providers and do not consider delivered service performance of cloud providers [134].
Problem 4:
Lack of recommendation model, which consider all the perspectives of CSPs to select
the cloud services from multi-cloud environment
As mentioned in Problem 3, in the current cloud brokering framework, Cloud Service
Brokers (CSBs), only consider the service committed in the SLA document of the cloud
service providers [56], [113], [22], but do not consider the actual service delivered service
performance of the cloud service providers in recommending cloud services to the cloud
service users. In addition of this, as service performance of cloud provider is dynamic
in nature, it is also necessary to have past, current and future service delivery pattern
of cloud provider to judge the appropriate cloud providers. This information (past,
current and future service delivery pattern) of CSP add extra confidence to the users
to select services from multiple cloud providers [90], [65], [42], [96],[144], [149], [145],
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[146], [110], [125], [39].
1.2 Research Questions
The main research question of the thesis is how proposed framework, SLA Assured
Service Brokering (SLaB), ensures to the cloud users to select the cloud services ac-
cording to their requirements with optimal set of available solutions from multi-cloud
environment. This section describes our research questions raised in problem section
1.1.
Research Question 1:
What are the legal issues to be considered by Cloud Service Provider and Cloud
Service Broker to provide cloud services as a public cloud provider according to the
current legal framework and how SLA attributes can be defined to monitor or to select
appropriate cloud services in multi-cloud environment?
Under this research question, we do provide answers of the following questions: 1)
What are the major missing points in the current cloud contracts offered by majority
of the cloud providers? CSPs and CSBs should respect the legal issues according to the
current legal framework to provide cloud services as a public cloud service provider, 2)
How can SLA attributes be defined to monitor/select service performance (including
functional parameters and non-functional parameters) of the cloud providers?, and 4)
How can regulatory compliance issues be considered by CSBs during recommendation
of cloud servicesof particular cloud provider to the users ? These research questions
address Problem 1.
Research Question 2:
How can Cloud Auditor/Verifier framework be designed to resolve the conflict be-
tween cloud service provider and cloud users ?
The real status/log of service performance delivery pattern of cloud provider may
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resolve the conflict between provider and users in case of SLA violation. It has two
objectives: 1) it ensures that cloud providers are delivering services according to the
committed SLA in their contract document, and 2) overall result of the auditor/verifier
affects the position of the cloud provider in recommending cloud services to the end
users. In particular, the module, auditor/verifier, provides a status/log report of service
performance delivery of cloud providers, which will be acceptable for all the stakeholders
of the cloud architecture as an independent 3rd party auditor. This report will be also
applicable for penalty calculation under the eligibility of “service credit” mentioned in
the SLA agreement of cloud provider. This research question addresses the Problem 2.
Research Question 3:
How can new approach be implemented in cloud service brokering framework, which
considers both committed and delivered SLA of CSPs to recommend cloud services to
the cloud users?
CSB intermediates cloud users and multiple cloud providers to provide the cloud
services according to the users’ requirements. To do so, CSB should collect the follow-
ing information; service preference of CSUs, service performance commitment of CSP
mentioned in SLA document and monitored real data of delivered service performance
record of cloud providers. In service recommendation, the framework should be able
to consider both functional and non-functional SLA parameters/attributes. Generally,
measurement of non-functional SLA parameter can be covered by user feedback. So,
there should be a common mechanism to receive the user feedback so that both measur-
able and non-measurable parameters can be considered to sort/rank CSPs according to
their service performance commitment and delivery to the cloud users. This research
question addresses the Problem 3.
Research Question 4:
How can SLA Assured service brokering framework be designed to recommend opti-
mal set of solutions to the cloud users realizing a dynamic nature of service performance
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behavior of CSPs?
Since the dynamic nature of service performance behavior of cloud providers, it
is a vital to consider past, present and future service performance behavior of the
cloud providers. In the current cloud service brokering framework, CSB only considers
committed SLA by CSPs. So, critical question under this research question is how
can past, present and future service performance behavior of the cloud providers be
considered in SLA assured service brokering framework to recommend services to the
users. This research question addresses the problem raised in Problem 4.
1.3 Scientific Contributions
In this section, we highlight our scientific contributions to the research on SLA Vi-
olation Detection Model and SLA Assured Service Brokering (SLaB) in Multi-Cloud
Architecture, thereby concretely answering the research questions addressed in the sec-
tion 1.2. As our first contribution, we analyze the contract document provided by cloud
service providers and identify some missing points according to the current legal frame-
work, which is very important to make cloud contract safe and fair to both parties.
To make legal/regulatory compliance aware SLA Assured Service Brokering, Heat Map
technique is implemented, which is the most efficient performance evaluation technique
to evaluate the service performance of the CSPs. With the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) there will be a legal obligation to companies/projects
to conduct a Data Protection Impact Assessement (DPIA) to analyze the data privacy
risk due to establishment of companies/projects. We also analyse the possible major
data privacy risks due to our proposed decision recommendation tool and identified
necessary precautions to be taken to minimize the possible data privacy risks due to
the decision recomendation tool [119]. An independent 3rd party cloud auditor/verifier
is designed to monitor service performance of the cloud service providers and to check
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the compliance against the service performance commitment in the SLA document of
cloud service provider as a second contribution [138], [132]. We propose two-service
performance evaluation technique to evaluate the service performance of the cloud ser-
vice providers as a third contribution [134], [136]. These two evaluation techniques
are further compare with each other for the feasibility check to implement as the best
performance evaluation technique in the cloud brokering framework [137]. Our final
contribution is to identify the current and future service performance behavior of the
cloud providers. This information is vital for CSBs due to dynamic nature of service
performance behavior of cloud providers [135]. Overall, the following contributions
have been achieved:
Contribution 1:
Defining SLA Metrics to monitor/select CSPs including both measurable and non-
measurable parameters, and regulatory compliance status analysis of international cloud
providers to enhance the provision of legal/regulatory compliance check in current cloud
service brokering framework
Most of the incumbent international cloud providers offers the terms of service and
SLA agreement in their website. Terms of service and SLA commitments committed
by cloud providers are analyzed and important issues to be included in the proposed
contract document are proposed to make fair, acceptable and transparent service com-
mitment of CSPs from the regulatory perspective [119]. The method proposed to eval-
uate the service performance of cloud providers has been also implemented to check
and analyze the regulatory compliance status of the cloud providers. The main source
of these information is information provided in manifests including documents related
to terms of service, Service Level Agreements (SLAs), security practices, privacy poli-
cies, the cloud documentations on getting started and other user guides and FAQs by
cloud service providers. It helps cloud broker to recommend cloud services to the ser-
vice users considering service performance status and regulatory compliance status of
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the cloud providers. Moreover, SLA attributes are also defined to include measurable
and non-measurable parameters to monitor/select CSPs [134], [132]. This contribution
addresses the Research Question 1.
Contribution 2:
An independent 3rd party cloud auditor/verifier framework design
The designed cloud auditor/verifier framework acts as an independent 3rd party,
which collects the real status of the services delivered by cloud providers premises,
and compares against the service performance committed in their SLA document [138],
[119], [132]. Based on the service performance data obtained by service monitoring,
cloud auditor/verifier verifies the service performance against SLA commitment or not.
Non-verified service performances of cloud providers are subjected to penalty calcula-
tion according to the terms and conditions mentioned in SLA agreement [136]. This
contribution addresses the research question raised in Research Question 2.
Contribution 3:
CSP Sorting/Ranking and Evaluation Module
The proposed cloud service provider sorting/ranking module provides the sort-
ing/ranking of the CSPs based on their service performance delivery [134] according
to the SLA commitment to the cloud users. It provides the sorting/ranking order
considering functional and non-functional parameters of cloud service monitoring. In
decision making, directly monitored data is used as a functional parameters and cloud
users feedback is used to cover the non-functional requirements of the cloud users. For
the evaluation, two evaluation techniques: Heat Map [136] and IFL [134] techniques
are proposed and compared with each other for the adaptability in the cloud brokering
framework [137]. In the overall evaluation, Heat Map technique returned more convinc-
ing result than the IFL technique. This contribution addresses the Research Question
3 presented in the previous section.
Contribution 4:
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Service performance pattern analysis and prediction of future behavior of CSPs to
recommend cloud services to the cloud users according to their preference
The objective of this work is to provide an optimal set of solutions of the cloud
services to the users considering service performance, (past and future service perfor-
mance behavior), price of the services, and regulatory compliance status of the cloud
providers. In this contribution, we extracted the service delivery pattern of commer-
cially available cloud providers and predicted the future service performance behavior
of those cloud providers using appropriate forecasting techniques. Past, current and fu-
ture service performance pattern of CSPs help cloud users in decision making to select
appropriate cloud services. Similarly, cloud service broker can take advantage of those
information of service performance pattern to recommend cloud services to the users.
In this thesis, we could collect service delivery pattern of only 20 commercially avalable
cloud providers [135]. In large number of alternatives, highly optimized methods can
be implemented to provide optimal set of solutions including price of the cloud services.
This contribution addresses the Research Question 4.
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Figure 1.1: Structure of Thesis and Scientific Contributions
IFIP conference on Privacy and Identity Management for the Future Internet in
the Age of Globalization, Patras, Greece, 2014.
1.5 Thesis Structure
Figure 1.1 presents the structure of the thesis from scientific contribution perspective.
SC1-1: General overview of legal issues in cloud according current legal framework are
presented in Chapter 4 and SC1-2: regulatory compliance status of some international
cloud providers and DPIA of proposed decision recommendation tool are presented in
Chapter 8. SC2: Design of cloud auditor/verifier, SC3: ranking/sorting algorithm and
SC4: Service performance analysis with future behavior prediction are presented in
Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively. The overall outline of the entire
thesis work is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the background information relevant to the research conducted
within the thesis work. It gives overview of cloud computing including multi-cloud
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architecture. Then, a brief introduction of cloud computing contracts and Service
Level Agreement SLA committed by cloud providers are presented. Some theoretical
background of cloud brokering concepts, multi-criteria decision-making is also included
in this chapter.
Chapter 3 presents the related works addressed in this work. It provides compar-
isons of their contributions and our contributions in the proposed scientific contributions
in the chapter 2. Related Works are divided in three sections: 1) Legal issues, Cloud
contract and SLA standardization; 2) Cloud Service Measurement/Monitoring, Verifi-
cation; and 3) Service Evaluation, Recommendation for cloud users and cloud brokers
and performance characteristics analysis of commercially available cloud providers
Chapter 4 presents the contractual terms committed by commercially available
cloud providers. Regulatory issues to be considered by CSPs in the service commit-
ments and analysis of current limitations of commitments committed by commercially
available cloud providers are briefly analyzed in this chapter.
Chapter 5 presents the design and implementation of proposed service performance
monitoring, verification and evaluation of multiple cloud providers. It provides the
performance monitoring using commercially available cloud providers.
Chapter 6 presents the algorithms implemented to evaluate the performance of cloud
providers. For the performance evaluation we used two approaches: IFL technique and
Heat Map Technique.
Chapter 7 presents the verification of performance measurement according to service
level commitments of cloud providers. Then, it provides the performance evaluation
using IFL and Heat Map technique and comparisons of both techniques from the imple-
mentation aspect by cloud brokers. This chapter also provides the service performance
delivery pattern of the cloud providers with future behavior of the service performance
of the cloud providers.
Chapter 8 presents the compliance status of the cloud providers in their terms of
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service and SLA document from the legal perspective as mentioned in chapter 4. This
chapter also provides the Data Protection Impact Assessment (DPIA) of proposed
decision recommendation tool.
Chapter 9 concludes the summary of the thesis including experimental constraints
and future research directions.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter describes the background information on essential concepts necessary
for the understanding of the research presented in this thesis. We first present in Sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.3 the concepts of Cloud and multi-cloud computing. In Sections 2.4 and
2.5 , we provide the current issues in cloud contracts and current SLA standardization
approaches. Then, we discuss in Section 2.6 the concepts of cloud service brokering, on
which the thesis contributions presented in Chapter 2 are based. After that, we define
in Section 2.7 about the multi-criteria decision making approach, which is one of the
contribution of the thesis to evaluate the performance of CSPs based on multiple crite-
ria performances. Finally, Section 2.8 gives a short introduction to prediction methods,
on which basis our future prediction of performance of cloud providers are predicted.
2.1 Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a on-demand internet based computing, where shared resources,
data and information are provided to computers and other devices on-demand. It
extends the resource-sharing concept recently used in utility and grid computing with
a business model, where resources are provisioned as services to customers. Based
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on the web services [78] and virtualization technology, cloud computing provides on-
demand customized computing environments with a simple access interface to private
and enterprise users. It is hard to define cloud computing using single sentence. We
refer to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [95] definition to
define the cloud computing:
Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, stor-
age, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with mini-
mal management effort or service provider interaction. This cloud model is composed
of five essential characteristics, three service models, and four deployment models.
The NIST Definition of cloud computing lists five essential characteristics of cloud
computing. It is reasonable to assume that missing any one of these essential character-
istics means a service or computing capability cannot be considered as cloud computing:
• On-demand self-service: An automatic ubiquitous access over the Internet to the
resources.
• Broad network access: Capabilities are available over the network and accessed
through standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick
client platforms.
• Resource pooling :A multi-tenant access to shared resources
• Rapid elasticity : Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some
cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward commensurate with
demand. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear
to be unlimited and can be appropriated in any quantity at any time.
• Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use
by leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate to the
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Figure 2.1: Cloud Computing delivery and deployment(right) models
type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, and active user accounts).
Typically this is done on a pay-per-use or charge-per-use basis. Resource usage
can be monitored, controlled, and reported, providing transparency for both the
provider and consumer of the utilized service.
• On-demand access: An automatic ubiquitous access over the Internet to the
resources.
• Pay-per-use: The requested resources are charged only when used.
As shown in Figure 2.1, according to the NIST definition, Cloud services are clas-
sified into three delivery models:
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Provides customers with on-demand compu-
tational resources in the form of Virtual Machine (VM), storage or network.
Customers can install operating systems and software packages on the machines
to establish their own computing environments.
• Platform as a Service(PaaS) Provides users an entire hosting environment to
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develop their applications. The customer uses the environment without control
over the operating system, hardware, or network infrastructure on which they are
running. Examples of PaaS featured clouds are the Google App Engine [66] and
Microsoft Azure [92].
• Software as a Service (SaaS) provides the customers a functionality of using the
providers applications that run centrally on its Cloud in the form of web services.
The applications are accessible from various client devices through a thin client
interface. A well-known example of SaaS is Google Doc [106], which provides a
platform to produce and work with on-line documents.
Furthermore, as depicted on the right side of Figure 2.1, the NIST definition iden-
tifies four possible Cloud deployment models:
• Public Cloud : provides on-demand services via the Internet to the general public.
• Private Cloud : provides services restricted to the organization that owns and
manages the infrastructure.
• Community Cloud : provides services to a group of organizations that have shared
interests.
• Hybrid Cloud : provides services owned by public and private Clouds.
The understanding about Cloud computing has become more comprehensive since Ama-
zon published its Elastic Compute Services (EC2) [92] in 2006, the first worldwide com-
mercial computing Cloud, and its storage Cloud - the Simple Storage System (S3) [?
]to allow users to rent a server and store data on Amazons hosted computing and
storage infrastructures. In addition, many commercial and research institutions are
developing middleware stacks to build IaaS Clouds. Examples include Eucalyptus [97],
Zimory [150], OpenNebula [107], Nimbus [94] and Openstack [108].
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As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, this work focuses on cloud services offered
by public IaaS Clouds. Nevertheless, the developed concepts and approaches can be
easily propagated to PaaS and SaaS Clouds. Throughout this thesis, we refer to IaaS
by the Cloud provider or the Cloud unless otherwise specified.
2.1.1 Cloud IT Infrastructure Forecast
Figure 2.2: Worldwide Cloud Computing IT Infrastructure Market Forecast by De-
ployment Type 2014-2019 [80]
Total spending on cloud IT infrastructure, for the five-year forecast period, Interna-
tional Data Corporation (IDC) [80] expects that cloud IT infrastructure spending will
grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 15.1% and will reach $53.1 billion
by 2019 accounting for 46% of the total spending on enterprise IT infrastructure. At
the same time, spending on non-cloud IT infrastructure will decline at -1.7% CAGR.
Spending on public cloud IT infrastructure will grow at a higher rate than spending
on private cloud IT infrastructure at 16.3% Vs 13.2% CAGR. In 2019, IDC expects
service providers will spend $33.6 billion on IT infrastructure for delivering public cloud
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services, while spending on private cloud IT infrastructure will reach $19.4 billion.
2.2 The NIST Cloud Reference Architecture
The NIST cloud reference architecture consists of five major actors (See Figure 2.3)
and three types of cloud services [121]. Each actor performs a set of assigned tasks and
interacts with other actors to provide, maintain, and manage cloud services.
• Cloud Service User :
The cloud service user represents an individual or organization that can request
services from one or more cloud service providers using a cloud broker as inter-
mediary. The architecture supports three types of users consistent with the three
types of services.
– SaaS users request applications
– PaaS users develop, test, deploy, and manage applications hosted in the
cloud
– IaaS users install, manage and monitor services
• Cloud Service Provider : The cloud service provider represents an organization
responsible for making a service available to cloud service users. A cloud service
provider sets up SLAs with cloud carriers and cloud service users:
– Deploying the cloud infrastructure in one of four models: private, public,
hybrid or community
– Managing the cloud infrastructure: coordinating and managing VMs, virtual
data storage, hypervisors, hardware resources and service applications and
supporting network managing tools
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– managing cloud services: supporting external interfaces and client appli-
cations to help manage accounts, users, contracts, inventory and SLA and
supporting provisioning, metering, migration, portability and security
– Managing the network by configuration, accounting, performance and secu-
rity management
• Cloud Service Broker : The cloud service broker represents an individual or orga-
nization that manages the use, performance and secured delivery of cloud services
to users. It negotiates relationships between cloud providers and cloud service
users and can customize services based on users requirements. Figure 2.3 illus-
trates high-level interactions between the major actors in the NIST framework.
The communication between cloud broker and cloud service user is optional. So,
this communication is represented by dashed line.
• Cloud Auditor : The cloud auditor represents an individual or organization that
performs independent assessments of the cloud provider’s services, information
systems operations, performance and security on behalf of the cloud service users.
• Cloud Carrier : The cloud carrier represents an organization that provides an
access network to the cloud infrastructure for hardware and storage devices. It
also ensures consistent SLAs for cloud service offerings.
2.3 Multi-Cloud Computing
Inter-cloud [26] is a recently introduced vision of globally interconnected Clouds (Cloud
of Clouds), much like the Internet as a network of networks. This vision addresses in-
teroperability across Clouds, focusing on the use of open Cloud standards. Hereby,
Cloud consumers should be able to freely choose and effortlessly switch between dif-
ferent Clouds. On the other hand, providers should be able to distribute their load
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Figure 2.3: NIST Cloud Reference Architecture
Figure 2.4: Multi-Cloud/Inter-Cloud Architecture
among geographically distributed datacenters in case of workload spikes or outages in
order to meet the availability agreed upon with their customers [130]. The common
future use cases and functional requirements for Inter-cloud computing are published
in a white paper by the Global Inter-Cloud Technology Forum (GICTF) [64], which is
an initiative started to foster the development of Inter-cloud technologies in industry
and academia.
Based on the strength of the relation between the participating Clouds in an Inter-
cloud environment, we distinguish between two usage scenarios: multi-Cloud and fed-
erated Clouds. While in the former the Clouds are used independently of one another,
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Table 2.1: Top 10 reasons for using multiple cloud
Type of use Reason
Serial usage Optimize cost or improved quality of service
React to the changes of the offers by the providers
Follow the constraints, like new locations or law
Avoid the dependence on only one external provider
Ensure back-ups to deal with disasters or scheduled inactivity
Simultaneous usage Deal with the peaks in service and resource requests using
external ones, on demand basis
Replicate applications/services consuming services from
different clouds to ensure their availability
Act as intermediary
Enhance own cloud resource and service offers, based on
agreement with the other providers
Consume different services for their particularities not
provided anywhere
in the latter case the Clouds establish agreements with each other in order to use the
resources of the other Cloud [139]. An example of a Cloud middleware supporting
Cloud federations is RESERVOIR [118]. The main difference between a multi-Cloud
and a federated Cloud architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.4. In this thesis we ad-
dress multi-Cloud environments formed by independent public Clouds. However, many
of the proposed concepts can easily be adapted to federated Clouds.
2.3.1 Use of Multi-Clouds
Use of multi cloud helps to consume resources and services from different cloud providers.
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.5 provides the use of multiple cloud from different stakeholder’s
perspective. D. Petcu [112] has pointed out top 10 reasons for multiple cloud from
four cloud stakeholders’ perspectives: cloud user, cloud provider, cloud broker, cloud
application developer (See Figure 2.5).
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Figure 2.5: Resasons of Use of Multi-Cloud
2.4 Cloud Computing Contracts
A contract is a legally binding agreement between two or more parties. In cloud contract
possible parties in the agreement are only cloud providers and cloud users or other
mediators (cloud broker, sub-contractors) including cloud providers and cloud users.
In practice, there are two contracting models [35] under which cloud providers provide
services to the cloud users: 1) The online agreement is a click wrap agreement where
user agrees the terms and conditions of the cloud providers as an “I agree” box or similar
at the moment of service initiation. Online agreement is not subject to negotiation by
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cloud users. This model is most commonly followed model by cloud provider where
cloud users do not have any bargaining power to negotiate the standard agreement
offered by cloud providers. This analysis is limited to an online agreement model
because all the information mentioned here are taken from CSPs’ website; (2) The
second contract is standard, negotiated, signature based agreement, which generally
occurs when larger companies want to move their critical data or applications to the
cloud (for instance public cloud). In such agreement cloud users are free to push
their terms and conditions as well as requirements according to them in the contract
document.
Most of the small cloud users are not allowed to negotiate the cloud contract ac-
cording to their requirements. Cloud users should feel comfortable and safe with in
the agreement rather than blindly accept the terms and conditions proposed by CSPs.
Cloud users and providers are often reluctant to take advantage of cloud computing
services because they think either terms and conditions are unclear or are unbalanced
in the favor of cloud providers [99]. More often cloud providers try to avoid their re-
sponsibilities like in security and data protection on the users to be in safe side from
any legal obstacles but these are the current big issues in cloud computing contract
from the legal point of view. In our observation, most of the cloud providers provides
contractual issues under Terms of service and SLA section in their website and few of
them include SLA agreement in the Terms of service agreement.
2.5 Service Level Agreement(SLA)
Service level agreement (SLA) is a formal, negotiated document that defines (or at-
tempts to define) in quantitative and qualitative terms the service being offered to the
cloud users. Cloud service providers offer SLA with performances and service availabil-
ity promises for their services. It is a documented agreement between the cloud ser-
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vice provider and cloud user that identifies services and cloud service level objectives.
It should include minimum level objectives what cloud providers can provide to the
cloud users and what happens when cloud provider failed to provide agreed minimum
level objectives. Cloud Select Industry Group - Subgroup on Service Level Agreement
(C-SIG-SLA) has presented a set of SLA standardization guidelines for cloud service
providers and professional cloud users, while ensuring the specific needs of the cloud
market and industry are taken into account [100]. This document is specifically tar-
geted for European cloud market. We highlight here the major issues to be included
in the SLA agreement.
2.5.1 Cloud SLA Metrics
Metrics provide knowledge about characteristics of a cloud property through both its
definition (e.g. expression, unit, rules) and the values resulting from the observation
of the property [102]. So, it is necessary to define a specific metrics in which ba-
sis cloud services are selected and ranked. However, there is not a standard defined
SLA metrics in cloud computing, some initiatial works have been already conducted
out to define the SLA metrics in cloud computing. Guide to Cloud SLA [48], Service
Measurement Index (SMI) defined by CSMIC, TM Forum [129], NIST Cloud Comput-
ing Standards Roadmap [95], Cloud Computing Service Level Agreements [105], OCCI
working group [98] have provided their important contributions to standardize the SLA
metrics in cloud computing. Taking as a reference from CSMIC and QoS properties
for web services proposed by [91] we list some of important SLA attributes with cor-
responding sub-attributes to be consider in cloud computing service monitoring (See
Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: SLA Metrics in Cloud Computing
2.5.1.1 Performance Service Level
Performance service level includes availability of the services (uptime, percentage of
successful requests, percentage of timely service provisioning requests), response time
of the service, capacity parameters (Number of simultaneous connections, Number of
simultaneous cloud service users, Maximum resource capacity, Service Throughput)
and support (Support hours, Support responsiveness, Resolution time).
2.5.1.2 Security Service Level
In Security service level, main important point to be include are: Service Reliabil-
ity, Authentication and Authorization, Cryptography, Security Incident management
and reporting, Logging and Monitoring, Auditing and security verification, Vulnerabil-
ity Management and security control governance. Service reliability which is directly
interconnected with level of redundancy that cloud provider can provide, user authen-
tication and identity assurance level should be mentioned to for Authentication and
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authorization. How a cloud service provider handles information security incidents
is of great concern to cloud service customers, since an information security incident
relating to the cloud service is also an information security incident for the cloud ser-
vice customer. Incident reporting is also important in security Incident management.
Logging is the recording of data related to the operation and use of a cloud service.
Monitoring means determining the status of one or more parameters of a cloud service.
Logging and monitoring are ordinarily the responsibility of the cloud service provider.
2.5.1.3 Data Management Service Level
From security and regulatory point of view it is necessary to classify data for example
user’s data, provider’s data, cloud service derived data and so on. It is also necessary to
mention about data backup, mirroring and restore, lifecycle of data and data portability
with different formats and interfaces.
2.5.1.4 Personal Data Protection Service Level
In SLA agreement, it is tthe most important part to define cloud provider acts as a data
processor or data controller or joint controllers (notably by processing personal data
for their own purposes, outside of an explicit mandate from the user). It is also neces-
sary describe applicable data protection codes of conduct, standards, certifications. If
personal data are processed, it is necessary to define purposes of processing, openness,
transparency o/f subcontractors, special categories of data. Document should define
who is accountable on personal data breach. Another important point in data man-
agement service level is detail list about geographical location(s) where user data may
be stored and/or processed and preferred geographical location for the storage of the
user data. Last but not least, SLA agreement must define the access request response
time period within which the provider shall communicate the information necessary to
allow the user to respond to access requests by the data subjects.
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2.5.2 Detail Analysis of Performance Service Level
In the previous section, we presented the standard SLA guideline proposed by OCCI
working group. Basically, there are two types of SLA parameters: functional which are
directly measurable and non-functional which are not directly measurable. In the thesis
work, measurement of non-functional data are collected through user feedback or CSPs’
SLA commitments mentioned in their website. Low-level performance parameters are
measured from the CSP’s premises. To compare these low level parameters either with
SLA commitments provided by CSPs or service level requested from cloud users, we
use mapping table to convert low level to SLA parameter and vice-versa. Table 2.2
shows the general concept of parameter mapping how low level parameter converted in
to SLA parameters.
Table 2.2: Funtional Parameter Mapping to SLA Parameter
Functional Parameters SLA Parameters Mapping Rule
Uptime(tU ), Downtime(tD) Availability (Av) Av=tU/(tU+tD
I/p bytes, o/p bytes, packet size,
BWin, BWout
Response Time (Rtot) Rtot= Rin+Rout (ms)
Packet sent, received packet, total
packet
Throughput (Tr) packet sent/total
data
MTTF , λ Reliability(R) Re(t) = e
−λt
In the mapping rules the downtime variable represents the mean time to repair
(MTTR), which denotes the time it takes to bring a system back online after a failure
situation and the uptime represents the mean time between failure (MTBF), which
denotes the time the system was operational between the last system failure to the
next. Rin is the response time for a service request and is calculated as packet
size/(BWin− I/p bits) in milliseconds. Rout is the response time for a service response
and is calculated as Packet size/(BWout - o/p bits) in milliseconds. Throughput is
mapped as packet sent/total data sent, where total data is the sum of the packet sent
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and packet loss. The reliability reflects how a service operates without failure during a
given time and condition [141]. This characteristic is thus based upon the functioning
duration before failure or the functioning duration between failure of the service, de-
noted MTTF, but also on the basis of the users failures. Therefore, λ which represents
the failure rate is equal to: λ = 1MTTF . If failures are considered as unpredictable
and randomly occurring, then the reliability of the service in time can be expressed as
follows: Re(t) = e
−λt.
To cover functional and non-functional parameters in decision making process we
have selected five SLA attributes; Performance, Availability and Reliability as func-
tional attributes, Security and Cost as a non-functional attributes (See Table 2.2). To
map parameters from measured values to SLA parameter we use mapping rule for con-
verting into functional value. For example, if service downtime, uptime of particular
cloud provider is known then it is mapped in to availability:
Av =
uptime
uptime+ downtime
(2.1)
Mapping to SLA parameter from measured value depends on nature of services and
types of service used. Definitions [101] and mathematical formula provided in [109],
[140], [122] are used in parameter mapping.
These are the some example of parameter mapping. It can be extended in mapping
rules from functional parameters to SLA parameters to make all of them are measurable
and comparable with offered SLA by CSPs. Mapping to SLA parameter from measured
value depends on nature of services and types of service used. Few parameters mapping
has also presented in LoM2HiS [53] but these rules are not sufficient to compare all
the SLA attributes. Some of the defined mapping rules are presented in Table 2.2.
Definitions mentioned in QoS modeling for Green Cloud [73] and mathematical formula
provided in [109], [140], [122] are also can be used in parameter mapping.
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2.5.3 SLA Standards
The international standard for Information Technology Service Management, ISO/IEC
20000-1:2011 [81], formally defines an SLA to be a documented agreement between
the service provider and customer that identifies services and service targets. It fur-
ther elaborates that an SLA can also be established between providers and suppliers
etc., can be included in a contract or other form of documented agreement. Cloud
SLAs obviously relate to services provided by a cloud service provider, and in prac-
tical terms often include not just definitions of services and service targets, but also
details of things such as the recourse in the event of an SLA being broken, the nature
of support available for the service, and any requirements that may be imposed on
the consumer of the cloud. In SLAware [13] the author Keven Kearney describes that
SLAs are negotiated agreements between service providers and customers specifying
their respective responsibilities and obligations in respect of service delivery and ser-
vice usage. In addition to providing details of agreement parties, services and SLA
duration, SLAs may, among other things, specify prices and costs, quality of service
and other performance objectives, help-desk details, schedules for regular maintenance,
penalties for SLA violations, exclusion clauses and termination conditions.
The ISO sub-committee responsible for Cloud Computing standards, ISO/IEC JTC
1/SC 38 Distributed application platforms and services (DAPS) [50], is at the time
of writing drafting a vocabulary for cloud computing which may include a formalized
cloud-specific SLA definition. In any event, commercial SLAs such as those for Amazon
EC2 [92], Windows Azure [92] and Google Apps [66] are today arbitrary in nature. They
are typically verbose, complex, static documents sometimes nested and of several pages
in length. They are published by the cloud provider and describe details of services
being offered from the cloud provider point of view.
The development of standards for SLAs has the potential to help automate discov-
ery, negotiation, composition and monitoring of SLAs. The disposition of violations can
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also be automated. Cloud Consumers can be empowered with the ability to negotiate
personalized SLAs tuned to their precise needs against a selection of providers. Cloud
providers can propose flexible offerings and appeal to a wider customer base. Given
that various terms in each SLA can be automatically tracked and monitored, providers
also have the opportunity to maximize internal efficiencies, safe in the knowledge that
their myriad of SLA commitments are being met.
2.5.3.1 SLA Standardization Initiatives
• TM Forum
The TM Forum [129] have published numerous SLA-related documents including
GB917 SLA Management Handbook, TR178 Enabling End to End Cloud SLA
Management and TR197 Multi-Cloud Service Management PackSLA Business
Blueprint. All are specifically designed to meet the particular SLA needs of the
Telecommunications industry.
• NIST
The recently published NIST Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap [95] dis-
cusses the potential for standardized SLAs. Version 2.0 of the NIST Cloud Com-
puting Taxonomy, a work in progress, is expected to include a newly defined SLA
taxonomy to support US Government procurement of Cloud Computing. Ver-
sion 1.0 of the NIST Cloud Computing Technology Roadmap [103] includes SLA
concept maps.
• EU/ETSI
The European Commission has recently published a report summarizing SLA
related results from numerous research projects it has funded: Cloud Comput-
ing Service Level Agreements - Exploitation of Research Results [105]. It in-
cludes recommendations for the Commissions Cloud Select Industry Group on
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SLAs to consider, for potential rollup to the ETSI Cloud Standards Coordination
(CSC) [54] initiative. The report details outputs from more than 21 projects and
provides 11 specific recommendations for progressing SLAs. The ETSI CSC is
coordinating the European strategy to address cloud standards.
• OGF
The WS Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation standards can provide the
basis for an SLA negotiation protocol. The OCCI working group [98] is planning
to develop SLA extensions to the OCCI standard during 2014.
• ISO
A New Work Item on SLA Framework and Terminology has been proposed. The
scope for this work includes an overview of SLAs for Cloud Services, the relation-
ship between a master agreement and SLAs, SLA components, commonly used
terms, definitions and contexts. Note that a technically rich standard structure
for SLAs is currently not in scope.
2.6 Cloud Service Brokering
Service brokering is a business model where services are delivered to the consumer
through a third party entity or company called a broker, who acts as mediator be-
tween the two parties. This concept has already been used in Grid computing to
distribute computing jobs to the Grid sites and monitor their status on behalf the
user [106], [115]. With the emergence of Cloud computing, service brokering has been
adopted to add new business values to Cloud services. Among them is the support of
the user in selecting the provider that better meets his SLA requirements. The basic
interactions needed between the broker, user, and provider during the selection process
are depicted in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Cloud Service Brokering
The market research company Gartner [104] has defined three opportunities to use
a Cloud broker:
• Cloud Service Intermediation: Building services on top of an existing cloud plat-
form, such as additional security or management capabilities
• Cloud Service Aggregation: Deploying customer services over multiple Cloud plat-
forms.
• Cloud Service Arbitrage: Brokers supply flexibility and opportunistic choices and
foster competition between Clouds.
The lack of standardization and interoperability across Cloud providers makes the
deployment of Cloud service brokers on current production Clouds a challenging task.
Therefore most existing commercial companies offering Cloud brokering solutions use
proprietary adapters to interface the Clouds that are limited in their functionality. The
service-brokering life cycle for Cloud consists of the following steps:
1. Request Formulation: The user defines at design time the functional and non-
functional SLA requirements for the requested Cloud service.
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2. Discovery and Monitoring: The broker discovers the candidate service offers and
stores their monitored SLA metrics and pricing information in different data
repositories.
3. Matchmaking: The broker selects the suitable Clouds for provisioning the re-
quested service by matching the SLA requirements to the candidate computing
and storage resources.
4. Deployment: The broker deploys the service components on the selected providers.
Cloud Service Brokering Life Cycle.
5. Execution: The service is executed and its status is continually monitored at the
runtime.
6. Termination: The service can be terminated upon user request or by the broker
(e.g., in case of repeated SLA violations).
2.7 Multi-Criteria Decision-Making(MCDM)
The Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) [143], [1] theory is a research field related
to operations research concerned with solving decision problems involving multiple, and
often conflicting, criteria. Based on the goal of the decision maker, decision problems are
classified into choosing, ranking and sorting problems. In the literature there are three
basic methods for solving MCDM problems: Multi Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT),
outranking, and the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). These methods differ in the
amount of input required from the decision maker and in their used objective functions,
however their input and output parameters are similar. The basic input parameters
(i.e., criteria and alternatives) and the required inputs from the decision maker to
perform a MCDM process are depicted in Figure 2.8.
In MAUT [84], the preferences of the decision maker for or against each criterion are
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Figure 2.8: MCDM process
quantified using utility functions and their weight values. The decision problem is then
simplified into a single objective function by aggregating the weighted utility functions
of the decision criteria. Thus, the best solution should maximize this objective function.
The outranking MCDM method [57] checks the degree of dominance of one alter-
native over another by comparing its performance against all decision criteria. Unlike
the other methods, the scaling and weighting of criteria is not required for the decision
process. Since the outranking method is in some cases unable to find a non- dominant
alternative, it is usually combined with other MCDM methods as a pre-step to reduce
the number of alternatives. The AHP [120] methods solve decision problems by arrang-
ing the criteria and their alternatives into a hierarchy structure. Unlike MAUT, AHP
is based on pairwise comparisons of decision criteria (using a numerical scale rang-
ing from 1 (equal) to 9 (extremely important)) rather than using utility and weighting
functions [60]. The unique features of AHP compared to other MCDM methods are the
capabilities to support the interdependence among criteria and to check inconsistencies
in the solutions found.
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In this thesis, we follow a decision aiding approach proposed by Bisdorff [30], which
involves the following steps:
1. Sorting the potential cloud providers into marginal performance quantiles classes;
2. Ranking the providers with multiple ordinal performance criteria;
3. Sorting the performance criteria in decreasing order of correlation with the pre-
vious ranking;
4. Visualizing the results in a performance heat map, ordering the potential CSPs
from the best to the worst alternative.
2.8 Prediction Methods
Prediction methods are broadly divided into qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative
forecasting techniques are subjective, based on the opinion and judgment of consumers,
experts; they are appropriate when past data is not available. Quantitative predictions
are applicable when past data are available. Due to many drawbacks in simple and
weighted moving average of quantitative prediction, exponentially smoothing methods
are widely used to predict the future data. The choice of prediction method is often
constrained by data availability and data pattern. The pattern in the data will affect
the type of forecasting method selected. The pattern in the data will also determine
whether a time-series method will suffice or whether casuals model are needed. If the
data pattern is unstable over time, a qualitative method may be selected. Thus the
data pattern is one of the most important factors affecting the selection of a forecasting
method [68]. Data may not follow the specific pattern in all the cases. In these circum-
stances, an automatic forecasting method is essential which determine an appropriate
time series model, estimate the parameters and compute the forecasts [76]. The most
popular automatic forecasting algorithms are based on either exponential smoothing
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or ARIMA methods.
2.8.1 Exponential Smoothing
The exponential method involves the automatic weighting of past data with weights
that decrease exponentially with time, i.e. the most current values receive a decreasing
weighting. For example in each increment in the past is decreased by (1-α), where α ∈
(0,1) is the smoothing parameter. Generally, there are three exponential smoothing
are in practice: Simple, Double and Triple exponential smoothing. The triplet (E,T,S)
refers to the three components: error, trend and seasonality. So the model ETS (A,A,N)
has additive errors, additive trend and no seasonality and so on. ETS can also be
considered an abbreviation of ExponenTial Smoothing [76].
2.8.2 ARIMA
It is a generalization of an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model where data
show evidence of non-stationarity. ARIMA models are generally denoted ARIMA(p,
d, q)(P,D,Q)m where parameters p, d, and q are non-negative integers, p is the order
of the autoregressive model, d is the degree of differencing, and q is the order of the
Moving-average model. Furthermore, m refers to the number of periods in each season,
and the uppercase P, D, Q refer to the autoregressive, differencing, and moving average
terms.
2.9 Summary
This chapter presented the general background of cloud computing. Multiple cloud
providers and performance measurement from multiple cloud providers base the thesis
work on identification of SLA agreements offered. So, a brief introduction of multi-cloud
architecture is presented including cloud computing. Basic idea of cloud contracts,
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Cloud SLA. Then, introduction of multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) including
the Heat Map performance ranking method in the next section. Finally, short descrip-
tions of prediction methods applied for performance prediction in the thesis is presented
in the last section.
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Part II
Related Works
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Chapter 3
Related Works
In this thesis works, the contributions are divided in to three parts: 1) Cloud service
monitoring, verification of delivered cloud services with offered SLA; 2) Performance
evaluation and recommendation as an independent 3rd party (including as a cloud bro-
ker) to the cloud users and 3) Service pattern analysis of cloud providers including
future performance prediction. Related works of each parts are provided in different
sections. Section 3.1 gives the overview of research works in SLA Monitoring/Measure-
ment and Service Verification. Similarly, section 3.2 provides the overview of works
related to service performance evaluation and cloud service recommendation to users
as an independant cloud service broker. Related research works in service performance
prediction of CSPs according to current status of the CSPs to collect the future behavior
of the cloud providers in section3.3.
3.1 SLA Monitoring/Measurement, Service Verification
This section provides the related works in service monitoring/measurement and ser-
vice verification according to CSP’s SLA commitments. Firstly, initiation of different
bodies, for the standard guidelines to be included in SLA document, to define the SLA
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attributes to measure the cloud services are provided and then, monitoring/measure-
ment techniques.
3.1.1 SLA Standarization
It is a documented agreement between the cloud service provider and cloud user that
identifies services and cloud service level objectives. It should include minimum level
objectives what cloud providers can provide to the cloud users and what happens
when cloud provider failed to provide agreed minimum level objectives. Cloud Select
Industry Group - Subgroup on Service Level Agreement (C-SIG-SLA) has presented a
set of SLA standardization guidelines for cloud service providers and professional cloud
users, while ensuring the specific needs of the cloud market and industry are taken into
account1.
• TM Forum The TM Forum [129] have published numerous SLA-related docu-
ments including GB917 SLA Management Handbook, TR178 Enabling End to
End Cloud SLA Management and TR197 Multi-Cloud Service Management Pack-
SLA Business Blueprint. All are specifically designed to meet the particular SLA
needs of the Telecommunications industry.
• NIST The recently published NIST Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap [95]
discusses the potential for standardized SLAs. Version 2.0 of the NIST Cloud
Computing Taxonomy, a work in progress, is expected to include a newly defined
SLA taxonomy to support US Government procurement of Cloud Computing.
Version 1.0 of the NIST Cloud Computing Technology Roadmap [103] includes
SLA concept maps.
• EU/ETSI The European Commission has recently published a report summa-
rizing SLA related results from numerous research projects it has funded: Cloud
1https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/cloud-service-level-agreement-
standardisation-guidelines
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Computing Service Level Agreements - Exploitation of Research Results [105]. It
includes recommendations for the Commissions Cloud Select Industry Group on
SLAs to consider, for potential rollup to the European Telecommunications Stan-
dard Institute (ETSI) Cloud Standards Coordination (CSC) [54] initiative. The
report details outputs from more than 21 projects and provides 11 specific recom-
mendations for progressing SLAs. The ETSI CSC is coordinating the European
strategy to address cloud standards.
• Open Grid Forum (OGF) The WS Agreement and WS-Agreement Negotiation
standards can provide the basis for an SLA negotiation protocol. The OCCI
working group [98] is planning to develop SLA extensions to the OCCI standard
during 2014.
• International Organizations for Standardization (ISO) A New Work Item on SLA
Framework and Terminology has been proposed. The scope for this work in-
cludes an overview of SLAs for Cloud Services, the relationship between a master
agreement and SLAs, SLA components, commonly used terms, definitions and
contexts. Note that a technically rich standard structure for SLAs is currently
not in scope.
3.1.2 SLA Monitoring/Measurement and Verification
To the best of our knowledge, there are very few works in service monitoring/measure-
ment considering the SLA commitments of cloud providers. Some initial works have
been performed in LoM2HiS [53] with few mapping rules to map the functional values
to the SLA parameters. Lin et. al [142] have proposed SLA verification framework but
this verification framework is limited to memory allocation in Virtual Machines (VMs).
This framework provides a Third Party Auditor (TPA) to facilitate the SLA verifica-
tion for untrusted CSPs instead of verification of SLA attributes. The authors in [16],
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[74] and [62] provide the general concept of service monitoring but they do not consider
the non-functional parameters in service verification.
In this section, we review the list of few commercially available monitoring tools [14],
which are primarily focused on providing the service performance of functional param-
eters:
• CloudWatch[7]:
It is a monitoring service for AWS cloud resources and the applications run on
AWS. It can be used to collect and tract metrics, collect and monitor log files,
set alarms, and automatically react to changes in the resources of AWS.
• AzureWatch[3]:
AzureWatch monitors and aggregates key performance metrics form the different
Azure resources like instances, databases, storage, websites and applications. It
further supports user-defined performance counters related to quantifiable appli-
cation metrics. Now, CloudMonix is repacing AzureWatch.
• CloudKick [79]
Rackspace provides it users with monitoring data like CPU utilization and traffic
volume. It also provides a cloud tools, which is able to build a complete moni-
toring solution with specific focus on virtual machines and alerting mechanisms.
• CloudStatus [6]
It is one of the first independent cloud monitoring tool for AWS and Google
App Engine, which is built on top of Hyperic-HQ. It provides monitoring of user
application performance, a methodology for evaluating the root cause analysis of
performance changes and degradations, and both real time and weekly trends of
monitored metrics.
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• NimSoft [10]
Nimsoft Monitoring Solutions (NMS) is able to monitor data centers of both
private and public clouds. It provides a single view on the IT infrastructures and
services provided by Google Apps, RackSpace Cloud, Amazon, Salesforce.com
and others through a unified monitoring dashboard.
• Monitis [9]
It adopts agents installed on the resources to be monitored to inform users about
the service performance and to send alerts when resource are considered scarce.
• LogicMonitor [8]
It allows monitoring virtualized infrastructures by adopting an elastic multi-layer
approach. Ranging from web servers or databases running on VMs to the under-
lying hypervisors, it automatically discovers and monitors newly added or deleted
resources as they are provisioned by properly grouping them and sending related
notifications.
• Aneka [2]
It is a framework for the development, deployment, and management of Cloud
applications. Aneka consists of a scalable Cloud middleware that is deployed on
top of heterogeneous computing resources, and an extensible collection of services,
coordinating the execution of applications, monitoring the status of the Cloud,
and providing integration with existing Cloud technologies.
• CloudHarmony [5]
It provides a wide set of performance benchmarks of public Clouds. The tests
consider the common OS-layer metrics (related to CPU, disk and memory I/O),
a wide set of application-layer benchmarks, such as Unixbench and IOzone (con-
sidering completion times for tasks like integer and floating point operations,
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file system access, system call overhead, etc.), and user- layer tests (RTT and
throughput experienced by a web application).
3.2 Service Evaluation and Service recommendation of
cloud providers
3.2.1 Cloud Service Provider Ranking
For the selection of the best web services according to consumers’ opinion is intro-
duced by Wang [11] for the web service selection based on consumer’s vague percep-
tion. Practically, web services and cloud services can not be evaluated only the basis
of consumers’ perception because, user may not receive actual service delivered by
CSP due to network problem, limited bandwidth and other problems. The authors in
SMICloud [60] have proposed a framework for comparing and ranking cloud services
based on AHP [87]. It considers only quantifiable SLA attributes defined by CSMIC
(https://csmic.org). It does not consider the qualitative attributes and consumer’s
perception. Cloud users cannot be involved in decision-making process for the service
recommendation. CloudCmp [88] has proposed framework to compare the performance
of different cloud services but it only compares very low level performance metrics of
Cloud services such as CPU utilization and network throughput etc. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no selection model which selects and ranks the CSP based on both
service delivered by CSPs and cloud user experience.
3.2.2 Cloud Service Performance Analysis
In the current growing cloud-computing business, selecting the best cloud service from
appropriate cloud providers is very complex and challenging for the cloud users. There
is a multitude of works that employ optimization to achieve this goal [69], however
they usually require certain input data, and their solutions are applicable for the cur-
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rent situation. The multi-objective optimization attempts [71] overcome some of these
limitations, but in turn they provision a Pareto front of optimal solutions, which creates
a consecutive problem of the selection of the final solution .
The selection of the best web services according to consumers’ opinion for the web
service selection based on consumer’s vague perception is introduced by Wang [11].
Practically, web services and cloud services can not be evaluated only on the basis of
consumers’ perception, because user may not receive actual service delivered by cloud
provider due to network problem, e.g. limited bandwidth, or other problems.
For the ranking of cloud services SMICloud [60] has proposed a framework for
comparing and ranking cloud services. It considers only quantifiable SLA attributes
defined by Cloud Service Measurement Index Consortium (CSMIC) [49], and does
not consider the qualitative attributes. SMICloud is based on an analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) [87]. The main difficulty in the provider ranking based on the AHP
technique is assigning the hierarchy of SLA attributes. In practice, each SLA attributes
are important and dependent on each user’s preferences.
The authors in CloudCmp [89] have proposed a framework to compare the perfor-
mance of different Cloud services such as Amazon EC2, Windows Azure and Rackspace,
but it only compares the low-level performance metrics of Cloud services such as Com-
puter Processing Unit (CPU) utilization and network throughput etc. Such low-level
performance metrics could be further used to create models of high-level system prop-
erties, such as power consumption or performance [72], but it has not been tackled.
Hoi Chan et. al [43] have proposed ranking and mapping of cloud computing ap-
plications. It is limited to few SLA attributes and does not provide a basis on which
the weights of cloud services are assigned to each cloud provider. Service Ranking
System [45] searches SLA offers provided by cloud providers rather than the quality of
delivered services to rank the cloud providers. The authors in CloudRank [148] pro-
pose a cloud ranking algorithm based on greedy method which considers few functional
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parameters to rank the cloud providers and does not consider the delivered services
in their framework. The cloud service selection process based on consumer experience
and involving the third party to avoid a biased assessment of cloud services from users
has been proposed by Qu et. al [116], however it does not cover the performance mea-
surements from cloud providers. To the best of our knowledge, there is no evaluation
framework, which selects and ranks the commercially available cloud providers based
on their delivery of service compared with the SLAs offered by them.
3.2.3 Multi-Cloud Architecture
As the first industry driven project, the TM Forum2 Cloud Service Broker Catalyst
explored the role of a value-added service broker by demonstrating a proof of concept
for a trusted and transparent Cloud management platform. Here, we classify related
work into i) SLA based brokering and ii) Service verification. In our study we found
that academic research are focused on service brokering and rarely tackles SLA-based
brokering. There are very limited works in service verification delivered by cloud service
providers.
Cloud brokering is a new architectural framework, which integrates the resources
from different cloud service providers. Recently, cloud brokering is receiving a lot of
attention to the research industry. Most of the works are focused on different schedul-
ing methods to manage the resources from CSP’s perspective then from cloud user’s
perspective. The authors in SLA based brokering [20] have proposed the SLA based
service brokering in inter-cloud environment which propose the conceptual model for
SLA management and interoperability feature, but SLA matching mechanism is missing
in their work.
The CloudBus research project [36] provides an architecture for market-oriented
Cloud computing. The three key components of this architecture are a Cloud broker, a
2http://www.tmforum.org
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market maker and an Inter-Cloud. The Cloud broker schedules applications on behalf of
the user by specifying the desired QoS requirements, whereas the market maker acts as
a mediator bringing together Cloud providers and customers. It aggregates infrastruc-
ture demands from the Cloud broker and matches them against the available resources
published by the Cloud providers. The Inter-Cloud [37] provides a scalable, federated
computing environment composed of heterogeneous, interconnected Clouds, enabling
Inter-cloud resource sharing. It is concentrated on optimizing cost and execution time
from cloud users’ perspective. The authors presented a flexible framework for multi-
level SLA management within Clouds [128] developed in context of the SLA@SOI3 EU
project. The core framework consists of a Business Manager and an SLA Manager.
The Business Manager controls all relations between customers and providers, whereas
the SLA Manager deals with all the SLA related issues including negotiation, provision-
ing and monitoring. Besides the core framework, a domain-specific Service Manager
provides management functionalities for the SLA Manager by interfacing the native
provisioning system. The main contribution of the SLA@SOI framework is that the
service quality can be predicted and enforced at run-time through an automated SLA
management.
The authors implemented a prototype broker architecture [126] based on a combina-
tion of the core SLA@SOI framework and the RESERVOIR4 framework. This latter al-
lows an easy and on-demand provisioning of virtualized infrastructure resources within
a federated Cloud platform. In their presented architecture, the core SLA@SOI frame-
work acts as an SLA-based broker, whereas the RESERVOIR sites act as SLA@SOI
third party providers and candidates for SLA provisioning. The SLA based brokering
and provisioning is performed from the cloud provider’s perspective instead of cloud
user’s perspective. The interoperability between the two Cloud frameworks is achieved
by implementing a standardized Service Manager interface using the Open Cloud Com-
3http://sla-at-soi.eu
4http://www.reservoir-fp7.eu
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puting Interface (OCCI) API[98].
In the study, it is found that academic researches are focused on optimization tech-
niques in service brokering by efficiently placing cloud resources in different servers or
in different locations. Current research works rarely tackle SLA-based brokering to pro-
vide the SLA assured optimal solutions to the CSUs. In cloud brokering, most of the
works are focused on different scheduling methods to manage the resources from CSP’s
perspective rather than from CSUs’ perspective. The authors in SLA based broker-
ing [83] have proposed the conceptual SLA based service brokering model in inter-cloud
environment, but SLA based optimization according to service delivery is missing in
their work.
The authors in [59], [82] and [40] propose genetic algorithms to solve the QoS- aware
service composition problem. Since they use single- objective genetic algorithms, they
can provide only a single optimal solution. Also, they define aggregate functions to
combine multiple objective values into a single objective value, and the quality of solu-
tions highly depends on the design of the aggregate functions. For example, a weighted
sum is widely used as an aggregate function, however it is not easy to define weight
values for each objective in a fairly manner since objectives have different value ranges
and priorities. Hiroshi et. al [131] provides SLA aware service composition with multi-
objective optimization but does not consider the service delivered by CSPs. However,
implementation of proposed algorithm in the multi-cloud brokering has been left in
their work, Amato et. al [19] provides the general concept of multi-cloud brokering us-
ing multi-objective genetic algorithm. They provide the single optimum solution rather
than set of multiple optimum solutions.
Owl-s based semantic cloud service broker [93] address the problem of cloud service
matching and OWL-S based cloud service broker. It considers location of service, band-
width, storage, cost and usage. OPTIMIS5 describes the concepts of cloud bursting and
5http://www.optimis-project.eu
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cloud brokerage along with security issues associated with two models[56]. OPTIMIS
project has also now realized the requirements of various level of legal information that
is necessary for automating the process of cloud provider selection and data outsourc-
ing [86]. mOSAIC [113] is a vendor agnostic cloud broker, which consider SLA offered
by CSPs but does not consider the service performance of them to recommend cloud
services to the users.
The authors in QBROKAGE [22] propose a genetic approach for Cloud Brokering,
focusing on finding Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) resources for satisfying Quality
of Service (QoS) requirements of applications. It is more focused on to find near-
optimal solutions even when dealing with hundreds of providers, trying at the same
time to mitigate the vendor lock-in. Broker@Cloud6 is another example of brokering
framework, which is planned to allow cloud intermediaries to equip their platforms with
advanced methods and mechanisms for continuous quality assurance and optimization
of software-based enterprise cloud services.
Authors [41] have proposed conceptual framework for Legal Compliance Checking
of cloud services and have planned to define a reference architecture for a self-adaptable
and legislation-aware cloud service broker, however, service performance analysis and
SLA commitments are missing in their work.
3.3 Performance Pattern Analysis and Performance Pre-
diction
Increasing number of cloud providers with similar service offer, similar SLA commit-
ments, similar service price makes complicated to the cloud user to choose best cloud
providers according to their requirements. To differentiate cloud providers according
to their service performances Wagle et al. [134], [136] proposed service evaluation tech-
6http://www.broker-cloud.eu
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niques to evaluate the performance of cloud providers. Beside the current performance
behavior of the cloud service provider, it is also important to know the historical and
future performance behavior of them due to dynamic nature of cloud computing envi-
ronment. Recent performance predictions are more based on Quality of Service (QoS)
of web based services forecasting as an efficient technique to predict future QoS values
in order to support QoS-based service selection and composition [90], [65], [42] and
QoS management [96],[144], [149] in dynamic environments. These approaches have
proposed time series ARIMA models to forecast the future values of QoS attributes.
Simply, the key idea of these models is to fit the past QoS measures and forecast their
future values.
In the domain of QoS-based service selection and composition, several researchers
have investigated various approaches for QoS forecasting. Li et al. [90] propose a web
service selection algorithm based on QoS prediction mechanism. Their algorithm uses
time series modeling based on structural equations to fit QoS values of web services, and
dynamically predicts their future changes to support adaptive services selection. Godse
et al. [65] propose a method that combines monitoring and extrapolation methodologies
based on ARIMA models to predict service performance. This method is used to
support automating dynamic service selection methodology, which is robust in the
face of varying QoS. Recently, Cavallo et al. [42] present an empirical study aimed
at comparing different approaches for QoS forecasting, namely the use of average and
current values, linear models, and ARIMA models. The study is performed on QoS data
obtained by monitoring the execution of 10 real services for 4 months. It claims that the
use of ARIMA forecasting has the best compromise in ensuring a good prediction error,
being sensible to outliers, and being able to predict likely violations of QoS constraints.
In the context of QoS management, Nobile et al. [96] propose an architecture of
QoS proxy for RT-RPCs (Real Time Remote Procedure Calls) that uses ARIMA mod-
els in order to predict future traffic characteristics of RT-RPCs that pass through the
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proxy. The architecture is based on allowing the anticipated allocation of the necessary
resources to attend the predicted demand and the choice of policies aimed at the adap-
tation of the proxy to the states of its network environment. Zhu et al. [149] present a
Grid-based framework that uses a time series prediction algorithm to forecast the future
performance of parallel/distributed discrete event simulation (PDES). Zeng et al. [144]
have investigated that performance metrics can be predicted based on their historical
data and using ARIMA models. Their work introduces the design and implementa-
tion of an event- driven QoS prediction system, which can process operational service
events in a real-time fashion, in order to predict or refine the prediction of performance
metrics.
In the domain of cloud computing, Zhang et al. [145], [146] have proposed prediction
approach for user’s cloud component QoS usage experiences. It provides the perfor-
mance prediction approaches of cloud users’ end. Similarly, Panneerselvam et. al [110]
analyzed the workload demand of users to reduce the excess resource consumptions of
cloud providers. Amin et al. [21] propose a forecasting approach considering the high
volatility of QoS measures and have claimed that it improves the forecasting accuracy
of QoS attributes and violations. A. Biswas et al. [33], [32] proposes an auto-scaling
framework to control enterprises resources coming in to cloud but it does not consider
itself the prediction of performances of cloud providers. Syu et al. [125] has applied
Genetic Programming for time-aware dynamic QoS prediction. Calheiros et al. [39]
have proposed workload prediction method using ARIMA method and have analyzed
impact of it in QoS prediction in cloud computing.
To the best of our knowledge, service performance pattern analysis including future
performance prediction of cloud providers using real monitoring data is missing in the
current research. Recent and future behavior of cloud provider helps in decision making
to select appropriate cloud services to cloud users. These research works mentioned
in this section show that it is crucial research issue to aware the cloud users with the
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current and future service performance pattern of cloud providers to select appropriate
cloud services by cloud users. In this thesis work, ETS and ARIMA forecasting methods
have been implemented to predict the future behavior in the service performance of the
cloud providers.
3.4 Summary
This chapter provides the research works related to this thesis. Basically, we covered
the works performed regarding the performance measurement, monitoring and SLA
verification according to the SLA committed by CSPs in the first section. Then, the
works related with the cloud contracts and SLA standardization initiatives taken by
different bodies and organizations are presented in the next section. The third section
provides the works related to performance evaluation techniques are presented in the
next section. The last section provides the works related with performance pattern
analysis and future service performance prediction.
Part III
Regulatory Issues in Cloud
Computing
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Chapter 4
Legal Issues and Service
Commitments in Cloud
Computing
This chapter is mainly focused on Legal issues and SLA commitments committed by
cloud providers. Section 4.1 gives the overview of cloud contract and SLA. Section 4.2
is mainly based on regulatory issues from EU’s General Data Protection Directive
(GDPR) perspective.
4.1 Cloud Contract and SLA
A contract is a legally binding agreement between two or more parties. In cloud con-
tract there might be the agreement between cloud service providers and cloud users or
together with other mediators (cloud broker, sub-contractors). SLA is a formal, ne-
gotiated document that defines (or attempts to define) in quantitative and qualitative
terms the service being offered to the cloud users. CSPs offer SLA with performances
and service availability promises for their services. In practice, there are two contract-
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ing models [35] under which cloud providers provide services to the cloud users: 1) The
online agreement is a click wrap agreement where user agrees the terms and conditions
of the cloud providers as an “I agree” box or similar at the moment of service initiation.
Online agreement is not subject to negotiate by cloud users. This model is the most
commonly followed model by cloud provider where cloud users do not have any bargain-
ing power to negotiate the standard agreement offered by cloud providers. This analysis
is limited to an online agreement model because all the information mentioned here are
taken from CSPs’ website; (2) The second contract is standard, negotiated, signature
based agreement, which generally occurs when larger companies want to move their
critical data or applications to the cloud (for instance public cloud). In such agree-
ment cloud users are free to push their terms and conditions as well as requirements
according to them in the contract document.
Cloud users should feel comfortable and safe with in the agreement rather than
blindly accept the terms and conditions proposed by CSPs, however, most of the small
cloud users are not allowed to negotiate the cloud contract according to their choice.
Cloud users and providers are often reluctant to take advantage of cloud computing
services because they think either terms and conditions are unclear or are unbalanced
in the favor of cloud providers1. More often cloud providers try to avoid their responsi-
bilities like in security and data protection on the users to be in safe side from any legal
obstacles but these are the current big issues in cloud computing contract from the le-
gal point of view. In our observation, most of the cloud providers provides contractual
issues under terms of service and SLA section in their website [119].
In the survey conducted by W. K. Hon et al. [12] pointed out major six terms
included in standard cloud computing contracts in which cloud users are most interested
to negotiate:
1. Limitation of liability in data integrity and disaster recovery,
1http : //ec.europa.eu/justice/contract/cloud− computing/indexen.htm
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2. Service Level Agreement (SLA)
3. Security and privacy
4. Vendor lock-in and exit
5. Provider’s ability to change the service features and
6. IPR
Third and fourth terms are roughly equally negotiated terms depends on type of user
and service. It shows that cloud users are not yet convinced with current practiced
standard cloud contracts. However cloud contract documents have neither standardized
format nor terminology [63], and do not abide by any precise definition, notwithstanding
some recent attempts [17] towards standardization2. The paper categorizes following
major issues in cloud contracts which causes legal issues:
• Regulatory Issues
a. Data Privacy
b. Location of Data
c. Processor and Sub-processor Agreement
d. Governing Laws and Jurisdiction
• Data Security
• Service Level Agreement
• Suspension and Termination of the Services
2https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/cloud-service-level-agreement-
standardisation-guidelines
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4.2 Regulatory Issues from cloud computing contractual
point of view
As data of various cloud users is stored in a shared infrastructure environment, it is the
possibility of accessing confidential data by un-authorized users or media. This causes
many technical issues to protect data from unwanted access as well as it creates the
legal issues due to dynamic nature of service access in cloud computing.
4.2.1 Data Privacy
The recently enacted EU’s GDPR3 repealing EU’s Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC4
gives fundamental rights to the data users(data subject) with respect to their personal
data while requiring “data controllers” to follow rules and restrictions with respect to
their data processing operations [85]. The Regulation is designed to further addressing
new technological developments. Cloud users are entitled to inform the identity of any
data controller and the purposes for which personal data are being collected or pro-
cessed. According to EU’s GDPR, data controllers should follow these main privacy
protection principles of data protection that define the individual rights of the users
and the responsibilities of data controllers that process personal data: fair and lawful
processing, collection and processing only for a proper purpose, should be adequate,
relevant and not excessive, should be accurate and up to date, should be retained no
longer than necessary, giving the data subject access to his or her data, keeping data
secure and no transfer of personal data to a country that does not provide an adequate
level of privacy and personal data protection. New penalties (including fines of up to
the greater of 100 million, or 2-5% of annual worldwide turn over) in the new regulation
make cloud providers serious in regulatory compliance.
In the U. S., there is no comprehensive federal legislation to protect consumer’s
3http : //ec.europa.eu/justice/data− protection/reform/indexen.htm
4http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/
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personal data and privacy. There is also not generally applicable regulations to limit the
export of personal data outside U. S. considering as a sensitive data but sensitive data
is to be considered for the data collected by online services about children under the age
of 13; data collected by financial institutions about their customers; data collected by
credit reporting agencies about consumers; and data collected by health care providers
about patients [85].
In Australia, privacy issue is regulated by Privacy Act1988(Cth). It is also appli-
cable even it is done outside Australia if it relates to personal information about an
Australian citizen, resident or related to Australia. This Privacy Act outlines national
privacy principles, including a requirement that where personal information is collected,
the record must be protected by reasonable security measures5 and that generally in-
formation collected for one purpose should not be used for another6 but it is not as
strict as EU’s data protection regulation related to the data privacy.
4.2.2 Trans-boarder Data Flow
Cloud service providers provide services to the users located in one or several coun-
tries; also, the first provider may outsource a portion of the processing to another
cloud provider or may in turn be renting its cloud infrastructure from a bigger cloud
provider [114]. All of these providers may be located in different countries or under
different jurisdictions. There are three commonly used cloud computing deployment
models: Private, Public and Hybrid which is the combination of private and public
cloud. An additional model is a community cloud, which is less commonly used. From
judiciary point of view, there are two cloud models: 1) Domestic Clouds: If a cloud is
physically located under the same jurisdiction, it is a domestic or mono-jurisdictional
cloud. In European Union (EU), a cloud is “domestic” or “mono-jurisdictional” if the
conditions laid down by Article 4 of the GDPR are satisfied: either the controller is
5S14, National Privacy Principle 4.
6S14, National Privacy Principle 10.
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located within the EU or, it uses equipment located in the EU for purposes other than
those of transit; 2) Trans-border clouds: If a cloud is not physically located under the
same jurisdiction, it is a Trans-border or trans-jurisdictional cloud. In other words, the
cloud, which does not fulfill the provision of domestic cloud it, is trans-border cloud.
The EU GDPR prohibits the transfer of personal data to countries, which do not
ensure an adequate level of protection within the meaning of Article 25(2). Unless the
data subject has given the previous consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer or
under the condition that other procedures are in place, as per Article 26, data transfer
outside European Economic Area (EEA) is not acceptable. Model Contracts, Safe
Harbor Principle, Binding Corporate Rule (BCR) are the provisions for the personal
data transfer outside EU.
4.2.3 Processor and Sub-processor Agreement
According to EU GDPR, processor of personal data must comply certain requirements
when engaging in processing of personal data. There is still issue in cloud computing,
cloud provider is data processor or data controller[25]. Many providers are silent on the
point or try to take their responsibility only as data processor. Many providers try to
ensure they are not regarded as controllers (with greater obligation and liabilities) [12].
In cloud computing, there are many other service providers who act as cloud providers.
Big cloud providers outsource multiple channels to sell their services. These multiple
channels are also called reseller or service provider or outsourcer or cloud broker, which
acts as mediator of cloud provider and cloud users. Cloud broker may act as both cloud
provider and cloud user because it can provide service to the end users integrating from
multiple cloud providers as well as get cloud services form multi-cloud environment as
a cloud users.
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4.2.4 Governing Laws and Jurisdiction
As discuss in previous sections, cloud providers may have data center and service pro-
viding channels in different locations around the world. Cloud providers should comply
and respect all the legal issues according to their national law to provide the cloud
services to the users.
4.2.5 Data Subject Rights
It is a responsibility of cloud provider, to respond to data subject, if sh/e requests
access to his/her personal data [12]. Behaving as a data processor, sometimes cloud
providers want to skip such obligation of data subject. In such case, cloud provider
points out users have direct access to and control their data and cloud provider does
not have any role because they chose provider to process. This issue most often arrives
because of unclear definition of cloud provider whether it is processor or controller.
4.3 Important Issues to be considered in Cloud Comput-
ing Contracts
The objective of the cloud contract is defining safe and fair term and conditions in the
agreement, which is clear and transparent to every parties involved in the agreement.
This section provides the most essential points to be included in cloud contracts.
4.3.1 Liabilities
Providers try to exclude liability altogether or restrict liability as much as possible
because they provide commoditized services[12]. It is also true that it is not always
practical to expose unlimited liabilities to the CSPs for small deal. Liabilities of data
loss of IaaS providers, liability for intellectual property rights infringement of software
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of SaaS providers are some examples conflicting issues mostly in between user and
provider [12].
4.3.2 Provider Lock-In and Exit
Lock-in is one of the top concern of cloud users. Most of the cloud users may not wish
to be locked-in for long time with an initial contract. Users should be free to leave the
service after short specific time. User should be allowed to leave the service when s/he
feels service is not appropriate to her/him or same service is available in the market in
the cheaper price from other CSP. This is somehow commercial issue but main concern is
how user’s data and metadata can be recovered once service is terminated for whatever
the reason. Data formats should be easily accessible, readable and importable into
other applications of other CSPs independently. Data retention and deletion are also
important issues in cloud contract. Users should be assured about retention of their
data and complete deletion of their data after contract termination[12].
4.3.3 Terms and Conditions
As usual like in other contracts there should be minimum term, renewals and notice
periods. Long initial terms may be one of the issues of provider lock-in. Many of the
CSP set automatic renewal provision, which may mislead cloud users if there is not
a fix, notice periods. These terms and conditions depend on type services and types
of business scale. Suspension rights must be also clearly mentioned in agreed contract
document.
4.3.4 Service Level Agreement(SLA)
It is a documented agreement between the cloud service provider and cloud user that
identifies services and cloud service level objectives (SLOs). It should include min-
imum level objectives what CSPs can provide to the cloud users and what happens
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when CSP failed to provide agreed minimum level objectives. Cloud Select Industry
Group - Subgroup on Service Level Agreement (C-SIG-SLA) has defined a set of SLA
standardization guidelines for CSPs and professional cloud users, while ensuring the
specific needs of the cloud market and industry are taken into account. This document
is specifically targeted for European cloud market. We have highlighted some major
points, which are important to be included in the SLA agreement in Section 2.5.
4.3.5 Changing Service Features
CSPs should not be entitled to change terms without consent, or at least should give
users notice and allow them to terminate7. Any changes in service must not adversely
affect the previous commitment. Users must be notified with sufficient time mentioning
the key changes and impact of changes.
4.3.6 IPR
Intellectual property rights issues arise frequently on cloud processed data and, or
applications. This generally happens due to not addressing properly who owns data in
the cloud contract document.
4.4 Summary
This chapter provides the some important legal issues related to our thesis work. Firstly,
we mention about what is cloud contract and how SLA should be included in cloud
contract. Secondly, we included the important issues to be considered in cloud contract
from recent General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
7https://www.cloudindustryforum.org/search/site/CIF3
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Part IV
Design Implementation and
Evaluation
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Chapter 5
Design and Implementation
5.1 Overall Implementation Framework
Figure 5.1 shows the entire framework of our thesis work to implement in SLA assured
service brokering. According to cloud reference architecture mentioned in section 2.2
of chapter 2, SLA assured brokering framework is proposed to assign different task to
multiple actors in the reference architecture. In SLA assured service brokering, cloud
users request the cloud services to the cloud broker according to their requirements.
Cloud broker accesses the multiple cloud providers and offers the cloud services to the
cloud users according to their requirements or priority. Cloud broker receives the cloud
users request with priority list of requirements from the cloud users. Then, cloud broker
discovers the services from multiple cloud service providers according to service request
from cloud users. The cloud broker matches the services requests from different cloud
providers and provides the services to the users, however, in this thesis, end to end
service offer from cloud broker perspective is out of limit. The general concept of the
proposed SLA assured service brokering shown in Figure 5.1 with the role of different
modules are presented here:
1. Cloud Service Providers (CSPs)
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They are composed of multiple data centers with different cloud resources and
SLA templates. Cloud broker can access the cloud services offered by cloud service
providers and provide the services to the customers according to their require-
ments using different matching algorithms. Generally, cloud service providers
provide the information about the status of the data centers like uptime, down-
time, response time, server load, CPU utilization etc. However, these values may
not be trustable without third party verifier. For that purpose, we implement
monitoring agents in CSP’s premises to receive the exact and trusted status of
Figure 5.1: SLA based brokering and Service Verification Framework
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the services offered by service providers. These values are compared with parame-
ters mentioned in SLA template. Details of service measurement and verification
are mentioned in Section 5.2.
2. Cloud Users
Figure 5.4 shows service requirements from cloud users. For example cloud users
might be:
General users: The user who does not need high security requirements but prefer
cheaper services,
Banking users: The users who need high degree of security requirement and high
accessibility with the system even the service price is higher.
Gaming and Medical Users: In this category, the users are more concerned with
accessibility(availability) of the system than other cloud users.
3. Interfaces
Through service user interface, cloud user accesses the service of cloud service
providers and cloud broker and cloud user use cloud service provider interface to
access the services of the cloud service providers.
4. Service Requirement Analysis
This module analyzes the requests from cloud users to access the cloud services
from different cloud providers according to the users request.
5. Service Discovery This module discovers the services offered by cloud providers
to match the services requested from cloud users.
6. Service and CSPs Repositories
It stores all the information of cloud providers including SLA commitment, ser-
vice delivery status of the cloud provider and service request of cloud users with
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priority lists.
7. Service Monitoring This module collects the SLA committed by CSPs and SLA
delivered by CSPs. SLA template contains both functional and non-functional
parameters. We perform manual operation in data collection.
8. Service Verification This module compares the exact services offered by cloud ser-
vice providers with SLA agreement between cloud service provider and consumer.
If measured values meet with the SLA parameters, CSP will be verified accord-
ing the service delivered. Otherwise feedback will be sent to the corresponding
service providers for the correction according to the SLA template.
9. Sorting and Ranking After comparing the measured values with SLA parameters,
this module provides scoring to each cloud providers based on sum of deviation in
offered services. This ranking information of each cloud service providers will be
usable for the cloud users and cloud brokers to select the services based on users’
requirements. Regulatory bodies can utilize this information for the regulatory
enforcement to the cloud providers. Cloud service providers can also get benefited
from this scoring value so that they can improve their service quality.
10. Service Performance Evaluation
This module evaluates the performance of CSPs using quantifiable parameters,
which are converted from non-quantifiable parameters measured in CSPs’ premises.
Based on the parameters evaluated by this module, service verification module
verify the services with SLA committed by CSPs and sort and rank the CSPs
according to their performance by sorting and ranking module.
11. Regulatory Compliance Analysis
CSPs contain data center locations in different places. To deliver the cloud ser-
vices to the cloud users, CSPs should comply the national and international laws.
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This module analyzes the regulatory compliance status of the CSPs before recom-
mending the services to the users. Legal experts are associated with this module
to assess the regulatory compliance.
12. Service Performance Pattern Analysis
To select the appropriate cloud services according to their requirements it is also
important to know the current service delivery pattern and future service delivery
pattern. We provide service delivery patterns of the CSPs and predict the future
performance of CSPs based on current performance data.
13. Service Performance Patten Prediction
This module predicts the service performance of the cloud provider based on cur-
rent service performance of the cloud provider, which provides the future service
performance delivery pattern of the cloud providers.
14. Optimum Set of Solutions
The basic concept this module is to provide the combination of optimal set of
solutions according the cloud users’ priority requirements [132]. It provides the
set of solutions from the cost perspective. In general, user has to pay high service
cost for the high performance and comparatively low cost for low performance.
15. Service Recommendation
Considering all the aspects (SLA committed by CSP, service performance de-
livered by CSPs and regulatory compliance status of CSPs), SLA assured cloud
service broker recommends the services to the cloud users according to users’
requirements and priority lists.
The details of each modules implemented in this thesis work will be provided in the
next sections.
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5.2 Cloud Performance Monitoring Framework
To provide the actual services delivered from CSPs, we monitor the services delivered
cloud providers. Monitoring all the services delivered by CSPs is a complex task. For
instance Ganglia distributed monitoring system1 can be used as a cloud service mon-
itoring tool which is a scalable distributed monitoring system for high-performance
computing systems such as clusters and Grids. It is based on a hierarchical design
targeted at federations of clusters. It leverages widely used technologies such as Ex-
tensible Markup Language (XML) for data representation, External Data Representa-
tion (XDR) for compact, portable data transport, and RRD tool for data storage and
visualization. It has low per-node overheads and high concurrency. The implementa-
tion is robust, has been ported to an extensive set of operating systems and processor
architectures, and is currently in use on thousands of clusters around the world. It has
been used to link clusters across university campuses and around the world and can
scale to handle clusters with thousands of nodes. Figure 5.2 shows the extraction of
actual functional matrix from cloud service provider premises. The monitoring agent
embedded with virtual host (VH1) measures the resource metrics from cloud infras-
tructure. For the disaster recovery, VH2 also measures the resource metrics from the
same cloud infrastructure so that results will be accessed in case of VH1 fails. Similarly,
it collects the resource metrics from another cloud infrastructure. All resource metrics
measured from individual cloud infrastructure are collected in data collection. These
functional parameters are converted to SLA mapping to map to SLA parameters as
mentioned in section 2.5.2 of chapter 2.
5.2.1 SLA Commitment Verification
There are two types of requirements of every user: functional requirements and non-
functional requirements. Requirements, which are directly measurable, are called func-
1http://ganglia.sourceforge.net
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Figure 5.2: Extracting the status from CSP’s premises
tional requirements and those, which are not directly measurable, are non-functional
requirements. CSPs do not provide all the low level information of service delivery
status. It is assumed that CSPs provide their SLA commitments in high level perfor-
mance matrices like Availability, Reliability etc. Table 2.2 shows the general concept
how measured SLA parameters from CSPs’ premises are converted to SLA parameters
to compare with SLA commitments by CSPs.
5.3 Service Performance Ranking and Evaluation
In the entire work to evaluate the performance of the cloud provider, we used the two
commercially available cloud monitoring tools for the cloud service recommendation
and CSP ranking and Cloud Harmony for pattern analysis of the CSPs.
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Figure 5.3: CSP Performance Measurement Model
5.3.1 Experiment Setup for Service recommendation and CSP Rank-
ing
Figure 5.3 shows the performance measurement model to collect the performance of
commercially available CSPs and feedback of the cloud users. To provide the rank-
ing/sorting of of cloud providers, cloud auditors collect the service performance of
cloud providers. Auditor1 is designed for collecting service performance information
of cloud providers through internet (using commercially available monitoring tools)
and Auditor2 is designed for collecting service performance internally as mentioned
in section 5.2. User1 and User2 provide the customer experience of cloud services to
participate in decision-making.
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5.4 General Overview of Cloud User’s Request and Rela-
tions with Stakeholders
In this section, we have defined the different attributes including functional and non-
functional parameters from different cloud service entities’ perspective and their rela-
tionship with each other.
5.4.1 Cloud Users
Figure 5.4 shows service requirements from cloud users. For example cloud users might
be:
1. General users: The users who does not need high security requirements but prefer
cheaper services,
2. Banking users: The users who need high degree of security requirement and high
accessibility with the system even the service price is higher.
3. Gaming and Medical Users: In this category, the users are more concerned with
accessibility(availability) of the service than other cloud users.
5.4.2 Cloud Broker
Figure 5.5 shows the relations and different attributes from cloud broker’s perspective.
Each cloud service provider has name, identification number (Csp-ID), and SLA tem-
plate. Cloud users request the cloud services from the cloud broker. Cloud broker
identifies the best cloud service providers among multiple cloud providers according to
SLA offered by them and delivers the cloud services to the users according to their
request and willingness to pay for the services.
Cloud Auditor/Verifier (Figure 5.6 gather the service commitments offered by cloud
providers and service performance delivered by cloud providers in the service reposito-
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Figure 5.4: Service Request from different Cloud Users
Figure 5.5: Cloud Broker Relation with Cloud Users and Cloud Service Providers
ries with identical cspname and cspID. This information collected in service repositories
is used to verify the service committed by cloud providers and rank/sort the cloud
providers according to their service performance to the cloud users.
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Figure 5.6: Cloud Service Auditor/Verifier
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, overall SLA assured cloud service brokering framework is provided. It
provides the general overview of stakeholders and entities involved in cloud service bro-
kering. The first section describes the details of modules used in SLA assured service
brokering. Then, next section provides the service performance monitoring techniques
from cloud providers. Another section provides the overview of ranking/sorting frame-
work based on service performance of cloud providers. The last section provides the
overview of cloud user’s request, relation of cloud broker and cloud auditor with other
stakeholders in cloud computing environment.
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Chapter 6
Cloud Service Provider
Ranking/Sorting Algorithm
To evaluate the performance of cloud service providers, we have to consider both mea-
surable and non-measurable parameters. For example, Availability(Uptime, Downtime)
is directly measurable and level of Security is not directly measurable. It is the feeling
of users’ experience. So, to include both measurable and non-measurable parameters
in the performance evaluation, we propose IFL (Intuinistic Fuzzy Logic) method which
was first introduced by Ping [11] for the web service selection and Heat Map tech-
nique based on quantile class proposed by Bisdorff [30] for choosing best poster in a
conference.
6.1 IFL Concept
As cloud service providers (CSPs) offer similar kind of cloud services, searching the ap-
propriate cloud services according to consumers’ requirements in the increasing number
of CSPs is becoming a complex task. CSPs offer SLA commitment to the cloud users
but there are little or no verification mechanisms, which ensure that CSPs are delivering
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cloud services according to service committed. We propose a CSP ranking model based
on service delivery of CSPs and user experience. To rank and select the appropriate
cloud providers, an intuitionistic fuzzy group decision-making is used, as it can include
both measurable and non-measurable value in selection process. It also provides the
position of CSP on the basis of particular SLA parameter, which helps cloud users to
select the CSP according to their specific requirements [134].
6.1.1 Algorithm
With the increasing number of cloud service providers (CSPs), selecting the appropri-
ate cloud services according to their requirements is a complex and tedious job for the
cloud users. CSPs commit their service offer to the users through Service Level Agree-
ment (SLA). SLA is composed of different Quality of Service (QoS) rules, which are
obligations that have to be followed by CSPs [73]. In many cases, CSPs offer similar
or identical characteristics of services, which makes more complex for cloud users to
choose services according to their exact requirements. Major challenge of cloud users
nowadays is the practical difficulty in trusted and objective assessment of the fulfillment
of SLA terms offered by CSPs [134].
The current techniques and tools for measurement are more suitable to quantify
functional properties than non-functional properties of the SLA attributes. Practically,
non-functional SLA properties rely heavily on the perceptions of service providers by
consumers. These perceptions are not easy to assess due to their complexities, vague-
ness, and the involvement of ill-structured information [11]. We propose an integra-
tion of an auditor module (two cloud auditors of different nature: internal auditor
(auditorint or auditor1) and external auditor (auditorext or auditor2) that measures
the services delivered by CSPs. Cloud users provide their assessment according to their
user experience. The opinions of cloud auditors measurement and users are expressed
in linguistic terms for the performance rating of each criterion. The proposed model
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ranks the cloud providers in terms of all the SLA attributes in cloud computing as
well as in terms of particular SLA attributes (like in terms of Availability, Reliability,
Performance, Cost and Security) which will be very helpful to the users to choose the
appropriate CSP according to their requirements. In this section, we introduce the
basic of Intuinistic Fuzzy Set (IFS) introduced by Atanassov et al. [23] and [24] and
algorithm to provide the group decision based on auditors’ service measurement and
consumer’s perception [11].
6.1.2 Cloud Service Ranking Algorithm
Let a set X = x1, x2, ..., xn be a finite universal set. An IFS A on X is an object
with the form A = (x, µA(x), νA(x))|x ∈ X where the functions µA : X → [0, 1] and
νA : X → [0, 1] assign the degree of membership and the degree of non-membership to
the element x∈ X. Functions µA(x)and νA(x)are constrained by 0 ≤ µA(x)+νA(x) ≤ 1
0 ≤ µA(x) + νA(x) ≤ 1 (6.1)
A third parameter of IFS piA(x), known as the intuitionistic fuzzy index or hesitation
degree of whether x belongs to A or not: piA = 1− µA(x)− νA(x).
piA = 1− µA(x)− νA(x) (6.2)
It is obviously seen that for every x ∈ X : 0 ≤ piA(x) ≤ 1
0 ≤ piA(x) ≤ 1 (6.3)
If piA(x) has small value, knowledge about x is more certain and vice-versa. We apply
the following algorithm to rank the cloud provider based on complete SLA criteria and
individual criteria.
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1. We first select the evaluation criteria with different sub-criteria under each crite-
ria.
2. Decision makers involved in decision making use the linguistic terms defined in
Table 6.1 to define the importance of criteria in linguistic term. The aggregated
importance of the criterion, w(cj) which is agreed by group of decision makers,
is computed applying Eq.6.4.
w(cj) = [µw(cj), νw(cj)] (6.4)
Where w(cj) is calculated using intersection operator of IFN defined by Atanassov[24]
with all the IFN value provided by decision makers.
3. To compare each SLA attributes from alternative cloud provider, we aggregate
the weights of subcriteria under the same criteria using Eq.6.5 to calculate W (cj)
W (cj) = ci1 ∩ ci2 ∩ .... ∩ cin (6.5)
where i belongs to the same SLA criteria. W (cj) is the aggregated weight of the
importance of all sub-critera to criteria.
4. Decision makers evaluate each of the alternatives and gives the corresponding
score for each alternatives. Let the Dk(k = 1, ..., q) decision makers employ the
symbolic linguistic terms defined in second column of Table 6.1 to evaluate the
performance of cloud provider under each criterion (cj)(j = 1; 2; ...;n) which is
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expressed in the form of the matrix.
X = [xkij ]

xk11 x
k
12 ... x
k
1n
xk21 x
k
22 ... x
k
2n
... ... ... ...
xkm1 x
k
m2 ... x
k
mn

Where k is number of decision makers, n is the number of decision criteria and
m is the number of alternatives. Using Max-Min-Max composition (T) defined
by Biswas [34] and De et. al [51], Zk(CSPi) is calculated from x
k
ij and w(cj) in
Eq.6.6.
Zk(CSPi) = T (x
k
ij , w(cj)) (6.6)
And average of Zk(CSPi) is as denoted as Z(CSPi), to aggregate the score of
the decision makers. To evaluate the performance and rank the order of alterna-
tives, we calculate the score function S(Cj) and S(CSPi) using Eq.6.7 and Eq.6.8
respectively.
Sw(Cj) = µw(Cj)− piw(Cj) ∗ νw(Ci) (6.7)
SCSP (CSPi) = µz(CSPi)− piz(CSPi) ∗ νz(CSPi) (6.8)
The Highest value of SCSP (CSPi) gives the highest rank and lowest value gives
lowest rank for that particular SLA parameter.
6.1.2.1 Interpretation of Auditors’ Measurement in IFS
According to service commitment by cloud provider, we define multiple breaking points
considering service credit offered by cloud provider according to service violation (e.g.,
see Amazon-EC2 SLA template (http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/sla). We set minimum
value (minvalue), maximum value (maxvalue) and threshold value (thvalue) to compare
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Table 6.1: Linguistic terms for the Importance of a Criteria and Performance Rating
Importance of
Criteria
Performance
Rating
IFNs Measured
Value
Very unimpor-
tant (VU)
Very Poor
(VP)
[0.1 0.9− pi] <minvalue
Unimportant
(U)
Poor (P) [0.3 0.7− pi] minvalue
Medium (M) Fair (F) [0.5 0.5− pi] thvalue
Important (I) Good(G) [0.7 0.2− pi] maxvalue
Very Impor-
tant (VI)
Very Good
(VG)
[0.9 0.1− pi] >maxvalue
I do not know
(N)
I do not know
(N)
[0.0 0.0] Data not re-
ceived
SLA offer of cloud providers. If a measured value is greater than maxvalue, it is inter-
preted as Very Good (VG). If measured value is less than minvalue it is interpreted as
very poor (VP). If cloud provider does not allow to collect the service status or some
parameters are missing from cloud provider, it is interpreted as I do not know (N) (See
Table 6.1).
6.1.2.2 Ranking/Sorting
To select the best cloud provider among alternatives, different cloud providers are
selected. Then, alternatives are assessed by a group of 4 decision makers (2 cloud
auditors and 2 cloud users), based on defined SLA criteria (See Table 8.1). According
to the importance of each criteria, cloud auditors and cloud users assigns the importance
of weight of each parameter. All the weight ratings provided by decision makers are
aggregated to common weight using Eq. 6.4. For the calculation, we have randomly
selected certain weight for each decision makers based on their nature. For example
most of the SLA parameters are very important for cloud auditors except Cost whereas
Cost is the most important for the cloud users. In our real framework, real weight for
each attributes should be defined by decision makers and obtained by means of user
surveys and based on service status measured by auditor1 and auditor2. According to
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the service status of the cloud provider, and according to the service experienced by
cloud user, they assign the performance rating for each alternative CSP (See Table 6.1).
6.2 Performance Heat Map Table
Selecting the appropriate cloud services and cloud providers according to the cloud
users requirements is becoming a complex task, as the number of cloud providers in-
creases. Cloud providers offer similar kinds of cloud services, but they are different
in terms of price, quality of service, customer experience, and service delivery. The
most challenging issue of the current cloud computing business is that cloud providers
commit a certain Service Level Agreement (SLA), with cloud users, but there is little
or no verification mechanisms which ensure that cloud providers are providing cloud
services according to their commitment. In the current literature, there is a lack of an
evaluation model, which provides the real status of cloud providers for the cloud users.
In this paper, an evaluation model is proposed, which verifies the quality of cloud ser-
vices delivered for each service and provides the service status of the cloud providers.
Finally, evaluation results obtained from cloud auditors are visualized in an ordered
performance heat map, showing the cloud providers in a decreasing ordering of overall
service quality. In this way, the proposed service quality evaluation model represents a
visual recommender system for cloud service brokers and cloud users [136].
6.2.1 CSP Selection aiding Approach
The primary goal of this work is to help cloud users and cloud brokers with selection
of the best cloud providers based on the service offer, delivery and user experience
according to the defined SLA criteria. We follow a decision aiding approach proposed
by Bisdorff [30], which involves the following steps:
1. Sorting the potential cloud providers into marginal performance quantiles classes;
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2. Ranking the providers with multiple ordinal performance criteria;
3. Sorting the performance criteria in decreasing order of correlation with the pre-
vious ranking;
4. Visualizing the results in a performance heat map, ordering the potential CSPs
from the best to the worst alternative.
6.2.1.1 Sorting marginal performances into quantile classes
Let X be the set of n potential cloud providers evaluated on a single real performance
criteria. We denote x, y, ... the performances observed of the potential decision ac-
tions in X. We call quantile q(p) the performance such that p% of the observed n
performances in X are less or equal to q(p). The quantile q(p) is estimated by linear
interpolation from the cumulative distribution of the performances in X. Consider a
series: pk = k/q for k = 0, ...q of q + 1 equally spaced quantiles, like
• quartiles: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0
• quintiles: 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
• deciles: 0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 0.9, 1.0
The upper closed1 qk class corresponds to the interval ]q(pk−1); q(pk)], for k = 2, ..., q,
where q(pq) = maxXx) and the first class gathers all data below p1 :]−∞; q(p1)]. We
call q-tiles a complete series of k = 1, ..., q qk quantile classes. For the performance heat
map visualization, we associate to each of such pk quantile class a color from dark red
(worst) to dark green (best). See for instance the color legend for 7-tiles.
6.2.1.2 q-tiles Sorting on a Single Criteria
If X is a measured performance, it may be distinguished in three sorting:
1The lower closed qk class corresponds to the interval [q(pk−1); q(pk)[.
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• x ≤ q(pk−1) and x < q(pk): The performance x is lower than the qk class
• x > q(pk−1) and x ≤ q(pk): The performance x belongs to the qk class
• x > q(pk−1) and x > q(pk): The performance x is higher than the qk class
If the relation < is the dual of ≥, it will be sufficient to check that both, q(pk−1)  x,
as well as q(pk−1)  x, are vefified for x to be a member of the k − th q − tiles class.
6.2.1.3 Multi-Criteria Extension
The single criteria is extended to multiple criteria by the following way:
• Let A = {x, y, z, .....} is a finite set of n objects to be sorted
• F = {1, ......,m} is a finite and coherent family of m performance criteria
• For each criterion j in F, the objects are evaluated on a real performance scale
[0;Mj ], supporting an indifference threshold indj and a preference threshold prj
such that 0 ≤ indj < prj ≤Mj
• The performance of object x on criterion j is denoted xj
• Each criterion j in F carries a rational significance wj such that 0 < wj < 1.0
and
∑
j∈F wj = 1.0
6.2.1.4 Interpretation of Auditors’ Measurement in Heat Map
As mentioned in IFS technique, multiple breaking points will be considered. The only
difference in Heat Map technique is: ordinary level 0 to 4 will be assigned instead of
IFN number (See in Table 6.2).
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Table 6.2: Ordinal Level and Interpretation of auditor measurement in Ordinal Value
Linguistic terms Ordinal Value Measured Value
Very poor(VP) 0 <minvalue
Poor (P) 1 minvalue
Fair (F) 2 thvalue
Good(G) 3 maxvalue
Very Good(VG) 4 >maxvalue
No Value NA Data not received
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, two performance evaluation techniques: IFL and Heat Map are in-
troduced to evaluate the performance of commercially available cloud providers. This
chapter also provides the way to assign measurement/feedback of evaluators in linguis-
tic terms either in IFN number or in ordinary level.
Chapter 7
Evaluation
In the entire work to evaluate the performance of the cloud provider, we used the two
commercially available cloud monitoring tools: Cloud Harmony [5] and Monitis [9] for
the cloud service recommendation and CSP ranking and Cloud Harmony for pattern
analysis of the CSPs.
7.1 Experiment Setup for Service recommendation and
CSP Ranking
Figure 7.1 shows the performance measurement model to collect the performance of
commercially available CSPs and feedback of the cloud users.
To include both measurable attributes and non-measurable attributes, five main
performance criteria are chosen; Availability, Reliability, Performance as a functional
criteria, Cost and Security as a non-functional criteria to measure the quality of cloud
computing services as the most important requirements for the cloud users [134]. Under
each main criteria, sub-criteria are defined (See Table 8.1) in both evaluation techniques.
CloudAuditor1 uses CloudHarmony monitoring tool [5] and CloudAuditor2 uses
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Table 7.1: Criteria and Subcriteria for evaluating cloud services
Criteria Sub-criteria Short Name
Availability (C1) Uptime(c11) upT
Downtime(c12) dwT
Outage Frequency(c13) ouT
Reliability (C2) Load Balancing(c21) LB
MTBF(c22) MTBF
Recoverable(c23) Rcv
Performance (C3) Latency(c31) Lat
Response time(c32) rsT
Throughput (c33) tpT
Cost (C4) Storage Cost (c41) stC
VM instance cost(c42) snC
Security (C5) Authentication (c51) auT
Encryption(c52) enC
Audit-ability(c53) auD
Table 7.2: Internet connection between Local Test Environment and Cloud Providers
SN Cloud Provider Short Website Downlink Latency
Name (256 Kbps- (ms)
10 Mbps)
(Mbps)
1 Microsoft Azure MS https://www.azure.microsoft.com 28.15 46.5
2 GMOCloud -US GMO https://www.us.gmocloud.com 1.31 506
3 HP Cloud HP https://www.hpcloud.com 22.64 16
4 Amazone S3 Amz https://www.aws.amazon.com/s3/ 36.3 40.5
5 Rackspace Rsp https://www.rackspace.com 3.07 630
6 GoogleCloud Ggl https://www.cloud.google.com 270.05 35
Storage
7 City Cloud Cit https://www.citycloud.com 8.62 89
8 Cloud Sigma Sig https://www.cloudsigma.com 24.13 215
9 Elastic Host Ela https://www.elastichosts.com 12.53 34
10 Centurylink Cent https://www.centurylinkcloud.com 254.79 36
11 Digital Ocean Dig https://www.digitalocean.com 4.22 190
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Figure 7.1: CSP Performance Measurement Model
Monitis monitoring tool [9]. Service performance is measured for all cloud users based
in Luxembourg. The verification of cloud services of a cloud provider with a committed
SLA is difficult because cloud providers often do not provide sufficient information in
their SLA and they are not legally obliged to provide all the information in their SLA.
The selected cloud providers provide only monthly uptime of service delivery.
All services are measured on the basis of SLA attributes defined in Table 8.1. Miss-
ing data are represented as ‘NA’. Measurements of cloud service performance of each
cloud provider are different for each cloud auditor because of different monitoring en-
vironment. In some cases the results are conflicting. The cost is directly referred from
their websites. Service measurement from all selected cloud providers covers only the
computing and storage services. Ranking order is based on the data gathered over a
period of seven days. The actual ranking could change when considering another or
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longer observation period or using input from other auditors. As a result, the presented
results are only for explanatory purposes and should not be considered in any case as
conclusive regarding the real QoS of the service providers.
Besides the evaluations of auditors, service experience by cloud users may be sim-
ilarly included in the overall evaluation of cloud providers by the way of user surveys.
This part is yet to be completed in our ongoing research work [134]. In this work,
performance evaluation ratings of cloud users are randomly assigned.
7.1.1 Performance Evaluation by IFL Technique
Using performance matrix assigned from decision makers from Table 7.6 and weight
rating of each criteria W (cj) presented in Table 7.5, Z(CSPi) is calculated to assign the
scoring value for each criteria (See Table 7.7). The corresponding values of Z(CSPi)
with each SLA criteria Cj signifies the group decision provided by 4 decision makers for
3 alternative CSPs. To evaluate the performance of the CSPs, average value of all the
criteria is calculated. Scoring values of each SLA criteria are calculated in Table 7.8
which provide the scoring for each SLA parameter under different CSPs. On the basis
of scoring value, cloud user selects the appropriate cloud provider according to his/her
requirement in each SLA parameter. Average value of Z(CSP ) is high in CSP Ela and
GMO and low in CSP Amz (See Table 7.7). So, the overall ranking is of the selected
CSPs is: Amz >Ela ≥ GMO. Performance Criteria Availability, Performance in CSP
Ela Availability, Cost and Security in CSP AMZ show better performance than other.
But, performance of CSP GMO is very low in comparision with Ela and AMZ (See
Table 7.8) in most of the performances.
7.1.2 Performance Evaluation by Heat Map Technique
Unless cloud providers commit to all selected quality criteria services in their SLA,
which is not the case in practice, it is not possible to provide the verification of service
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Table 7.3: Service Measurement by CloudAuditor1
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Microsoft Azure 99.900 100.00 2.2 1 Yes H G 85.41 NA 41.82 0.048 NA Yes Yes Yes V
GMOCloud -US 99.900 44.70 2.3 1 Yes 10 G 210 NA 4.24 0.17 NA Yes Yes Yes NV
HP Cloud 99.950 100.00 0 0 Yes VH VG 21.38 NA 40.34 0.1 0.1 Yes Yes Yes V
Amazon S3 99.990 100.00 1 1 Yes H G 47.73 NA 40.81 0.041 NA Yes Yes Yes V
Rackspace Cloud 99.900 100.00 0 0 Yes VH VG 84.59 NA 38.84 0.15 0.11 Yes Yes Yes V
Google Cloud 99.000 100.00 1.15 1 Yes H G 45.42 NA 73.59 0.01 0.13 Yes Yes Yes V
City Cloud 100.000 99.97 84 3 Yes 1 day VP 93.19 NA 9.17 0.12 0.12 Yes Yes Yes NV
Cloud Sigma 99.990 100.00 16.1 1 Yes H G 89.2 NA 8.45 0.13 0.13 Yes Yes Yes V
Elastic Host 99.990 99.97 18.52 7 Yes 18hr VP 84.05 NA 10.07 0.1 0.03 Yes Yes Yes NV
CenturylinkCloud 99.999 99.99 12.9 10 Yes 3hr P 83.73 NA 9.44 0.15 NA Yes Yes Yes NV
Digital Ocean 99.990 100.00 0.81 3 Yes 10hr P 90.77 NA 10.15 0.2 NA Yes Yes Yes V
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Table 7.4: Service Measurement by CloudAuditor2
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Microsoft Azure
99.900 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 179.6 NA 0.05 NA Yes YesYes V
GMOCloud -US 99.900 98.9 5 4 Yes H F NA 282.1 NA 0.17 NA Yes YesYes NV
HP Cloud 99.950 99.9 3 2 Yes VH G NA 176.49 NA 0.1 0.1 Yes YesYes NV
Amazon S3 99.990 98.8 8 6 Yes H G NA 505.71 NA 0.04 NA Yes YesYes NV
Rackspace Cloud 99.900 NA NA NA Yes NA G NA NA NA 0.15 0.11 Yes YesYes V
Google Cloud 99.000 99.8 38 10 Yes 1day G NA 1190 NA 0.01 0.13 Yes YesYes V
City Cloud 100.000 99.9 1 2 Yes H VG NA 950.33 NA 0.12 0.12 Yes YesYes NV
Cloud Sigma 99.990 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 456.76 NA 0.13 0.13 Yes YesYes V
Elastic Host 99.990 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 59.81 NA 0.1 0.03 Yes YesYes V
CenturylinkCloud 99.999 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 949.91 NA 0.15 NA Yes YesYes V
Digital Ocean 99.990 99.3 35 5 Yes 1hr G NA 777.47 NA 0.2 NA Yes YesYes NV
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Table 7.5: The ratings of importance weight of each criteria by decision makers
Criteria Sub-criteria Auditor1 Auditor2 User1 User2 w(cj) W(cj)
Uptime(c11) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.1) M(0.1) [0.5,0.4]
Downtime(c11) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.1) M(0.1) [0.5,0.4]
Outage(c13) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.1) M(0.0) [0.5,0.5]
Loadbalancing(c21) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.0) I(0.2) [0.7,0.3]
MTTB(c22) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.0) I(0.0) [0.7,0.3]
Recoverable(c23) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.0) M(0.1) [0.5,0.4]
Latency(c31) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.0) M(0.0) [0.5,0.5]
Responsetime(c32) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) I(0.1) I(0.0) [0.7, 0.3]
Throughput(c33) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) [0.9,0.1]
Installation cost(c41)U(0.1) U(0.1) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) [0.3,0.6]
Running cost(c42) U(0.1) U(0.1) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) [0.3,0.6]
Authentication(51) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) M(0.1) M(0.1) [0.5,0.4]
Encryption(c52) I(0.0) U(0.1) U(0.1) U(0.0) [0.3,0.7]
Auditability(c53) VI(0.0) VI(0.0) M(0.2) U(0.1) [0.3,0.6]
Cost(C4) [0.3,0.6]
Security(C5) [0.3,0.7]
Availability(C1) [0.5,0.5]
Reliablity(C2) [0.5,0.4]
Performance(C3) [0.5,0.5]
Table 7.6: Performance Matrix
U
ptim
e (c11) %
D
ow
ntim
e (c12) (m
in)
O
utage (c13) 
(frequency)
Loadbalancing (c21)
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e 
(c32)(m
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Throughput (c33) 
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bps)
Storage C
ost (c41) 
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onth) $
Snapshot cost (c42) $
A
uthentication (c51)
Encryption (c52)
A
uditability (c53)
Amazon S3 VG(0,0) P(0,0) G(0,0) VG(0,0) G(0,0) G(0,0) VG(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0)
GMOCloud -US VP(0,0) G(0,0) G(0,0) VG(0,0) P(0,0) G(0,0) F(0,0) N(0,0) P(0,0) G(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0)
Elastic Host VG(0,0) F(0,0) G(0,0) VG(0,0) F(0,0) P(0,0) G(0,0) N(0,0) F(0,0) G(0,0) VG(0,0)VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0)
Amazon S3 F(0,0) F(0,0) P(0,0) VG(0,0) G(0,0) G(0,0) N(0,0) G(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0)
GMOCloud -US P(0,0) G(0,0) G(0,0) VG(0,0) G(0,0) F(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) N(0,0) G(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0)
Elastic Host VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) N(0,0) VG(0,0) G(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0)
Amazon S3 P(0,1) F(0,2) G(0,0) G(0,0) VP(0,1) VG(0,0) G(0,1) G(0,0) VG(0,0) G(0.0)  G(0.1)  F(0.0)  G(0.0)  G(0.0),
GMOCloud -US  G(0.0) VG(0.0) G(0,0) P(0,0) P(0.1) G(0.1)  F(0.1) G(0.0) VG(0.0) F(0.0) F(0.2) G(0.1)  VG(0.0) F(0.0)
Elastic Host F(0.0) G(0.0) G(0,0) F(0,0) VG(0.1) G(0.1) G(0.0) VG(0.0) VG(0.0) G(0.0) G(0.0)  F(0.1) VP(0.1) VP(0.1)
Amazon S3 VG(0.0) VG(0.0) P(0,0) G(0,0) P(0.1) G(0.1) G(0.0) VG(0.0) VG(0.0) VG(0.0) G(0.0) G(0.1) F(0.1) F(0.0)
GMOCloud -US G(0.1)  F(0.0) G(0,0) G(0,0) VP(0.1) F(0.0) VG(0.0) P(0.1) VG(0.0) P(0.0) F(0.0) VG(0.0) G(0.0) G(0.1)
Elastic Host G(0.1) G(0.0) VG(0,0) VG(0,0) F(0.1) G(0.0) VG(0.0) F(0.2) VG(0.0) G(0.0) P(0.0)  VG(0.0)  VG(0.0) G(0.0)
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Table 7.7: Decision Matrix Z(CSPi)
AMZ GMO Ela
Auditor1 [0.9, 0.1] [0.7, 0.3] [0.7, 0.3]
Auditor2 [0.7, 0.1] [0.7, 0.1] [0.7, 0.1]
User1 [0.9, 0.1] [0.9, 0.1] [0.9, 0.1]
User2 [0.9, 0.1] [0.9, 0.1] [0.9, 0.1]
Avg [0.249925, 3.0e−10] [0.249775, 7.5e−5] [0.249775, 7.5e−5]
Table 7.8: Scoring Value for CSP based on SLA Paramters SW (Cj)
Amz GMO Ela
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
0.196 0.179 0.125 0.237 0.2049 0.1098 0.138 0.142 0.044 0.145 0.219 0.215 0.175 0.161 0.12
Figure 7.2: Heat map table by Auditor 1
delivery for all SLA parameters. Instead of that, we propose an evaluation model to
provide the status of commercial available cloud providers as a performance heat map.
The visual performance heat map is used to recommend the cloud services to the cloud
brokers and cloud users.
On each criteria we thus associate to the performance x of a cloud provider the
color of the qtiles class to which belongs x. In Fig 7.12 again, we may thus ob-
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Table 7.9: Service Measurement by CloudAuditor2
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Microsoft Azure
99.900 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 179.6 NA 0.05 NA Yes YesYes V
GMOCloud -US 99.900 98.9 5 4 Yes H F NA 282.1 NA 0.17 NA Yes YesYes NV
HP Cloud 99.950 99.9 3 2 Yes VH G NA 176.49 NA 0.1 0.1 Yes YesYes NV
Amazon S3 99.990 98.8 8 6 Yes H G NA 505.71 NA 0.04 NA Yes YesYes NV
Rackspace Cloud 99.900 NA NA NA Yes NA G NA NA NA 0.15 0.11 Yes YesYes V
Google Cloud 99.000 99.8 38 10 Yes 1day G NA 1190 NA 0.01 0.13 Yes YesYes V
City Cloud 100.000 99.9 1 2 Yes H VG NA 950.33 NA 0.12 0.12 Yes YesYes NV
Cloud Sigma 99.990 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 456.76 NA 0.13 0.13 Yes YesYes V
Elastic Host 99.990 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 59.81 NA 0.1 0.03 Yes YesYes V
CenturylinkCloud 99.999 100 0 0 Yes VH VG NA 949.91 NA 0.15 NA Yes YesYes V
Digital Ocean 99.990 99.3 35 5 Yes 1hr G NA 777.47 NA 0.2 NA Yes YesYes NV
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Table 7.10: Service Mapping to ordinal value measurement by CloudAuditor1
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Microsoft Azure 99.900 4.00 3 3 4 3 3 3 NA 4 4 NA 4 4 4 V
GMOCloud -US 99.900 0.00 3 3 4 1 3 2 NA 1 3 NA 4 4 4 NV
HP Cloud 99.950 4.00 4 4 4 4 4 4 NA 4 3 4 4 4 4 V
Amazon S3 99.990 4.00 3 3 4 3 3 4 NA 4 4 NA 4 4 4 V
Rackspace Cloud 99.900 4.00 4 4 4 4 4 3 NA 4 3 4 4 4 4 V
Google Cloud 99.000 4.00 3 3 4 3 3 4 NA 4 4 4 4 4 4 V
City Cloud 100.00 1.00 0 2 4 2 1 3 NA 2 3 4 4 4 4 NV
Cloud Sigma 99.990 4.00 2 3 4 3 3 3 NA 2 3 4 4 4 4 V
Elastic Host 99.990 2.00 2 1 4 3 1 3 NA 2 3 4 4 4 4 NV
CenturylinkCloud 99.999 2.00 1 0 4 2 2 3 NA 2 3 NA 4 4 4 NV
Digital Ocean 99.990 4.00 0 2 4 3 2 3 NA 2 3 NA 4 4 4 V
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Table 7.11: Service Mapping to ordinal value measurement by CloudAuditor2
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Microsoft Azure 99.900 4 4 4 4 4 4 NA 4 NA 4 NA 4 4 4 V
GMOCloud -US 99.900 1 3 3 4 3 2 NA 4 NA 3 NA 4 4 4 NV
HP Cloud 99.950 3 3 3 4 4 3 NA 4 NA 3 4 4 4 4 NV
Amazon S3 99.990 2 2 2 4 3 3 NA 3 NA 4 NA 4 4 4 NV
Rackspace Cloud 99.900 NA NA NA 4 NA 3 NA NA NA 3 4 4 4 4 V
Google Cloud 99.000 4 1 1 4 2 3 NA 2 NA 4 4 4 4 4 V
City Cloud 100.00 3 3 3 4 3 4 NA 2 NA 3 4 4 4 4 NV
Cloud Sigma 99.990 4 4 4 4 4 4 NA 3 NA 3 4 4 4 4 V
Elastic Host 99.990 4 4 4 4 4 4 NA 4 NA 3 4 4 4 4 V
CenturylinkCloud 99.999 4 4 4 4 4 4 NA 2 NA 3 NA 4 4 4 V
Digital Ocean 99.990 2 1 1 4 2 3 NA 2 NA 3 NA 4 4 4 NV
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serve that, for CloudAuditor1, providers Amz, MS, HP , Rsp and Ggl show on sub-
criteria tpT :Performance, Amz, MS, HP , Rsp, Ggl, Sig and Dig show on sub-criteria
upT :Availability, HP and Rsp show on sub-criteria MTBF :Reliability, Amz, HP and
Ggl show on sub-criteria Lat:Performance the best performance (4), whereas cloud
provider GMO shows the worst performance in all the cases but cloud provider GMO
shows worst performance only on sub-criteria Rcv:Reliability observed by Auditor2 (see
Fig 7.15). Similarly, in Fig. 8.3 we observed that, for combining result of both audi-
tors, providers MS, AMZ, HP , Ggl and Rsp show on sub-criteria tpT :Performance,
HP and Rsp show on sub-criteria MTBF :Reliability, Amz, HP and Ggl show on sub-
criteria Lat:Performance, MS, Amz, HP , Ggl, Rsp, Sig and Gig show on sub-criteria
upT :Availability and MS, Cent, Sig, Ela and Cit show on sub-criteria Rcv:Reliability
the best performance (4), whereas provider GMO shows the worst performance in all
the cases.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the quantiles sorting result has not to be taken
as a kind of service rating. When observing in the heat map table that a CSP is
evaluated best on a criteria, this only means that its performance is to be considered
best relatively to the actually given set of potentially available CSPs. That is why, in
case of identical evaluation of all potential CSPs, the performance is sorted into the
best quantile for all of them (see last rows in Fig 7.12, 7.15 and 8.3).
7.1.3 Multi-Criteria Ranking of the CSPs
In Fig 7.12 and 7.15, the CSPs appear ranked in decreasing order from the overall best
to overall worst performing. This overall ranking is computed from bipolar outrank-
ing situations [28], where we consider that an alternative x outranks an alternative y
when there is a significant majority of criteria that warrant a ’better than’ relation be-
tween them and there is no considerable counter-performance observed between when
considering x in place of y.
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When computing these outranking relation, we consider the five main performance
criteria, namely Availability, Reliability, Performance, Cost and Security to be equally
important; and all sub-criteria within each criterion are considered to be equi-significant.
All criteria has the three sub-criteria except Cost(C4). Weights are assigned to each
sub-criteria to make equally significant for all criteria (see second row in Fig 7.12, 7.15
and 8.3). Thus we obtain the following set of significance weights of the criteria and
sub-criteria:
wA = wc11 + wc12 + wc13 = wR = wc21 + wc22 + wc23 = wP = wc31 + wc32 + wc33 =
wC = wc41 + wc42 = wS = wc51 + wc52 + wc53 where wcij represents the significance
weight assigned to sub-criterion j under criterion i.
Considering eleven potential commercial cloud providers, alternativeAMZ is ranked
as the highest ranked cloud provider by CloudAuditor1, whereas MS is ranked as the
highest ranked cloud provider by CloudAuditor2 (see Fig 7.12 and 7.15), whereas the
alternative GMO, respectively Dig, is ranked lowest by CloudAuditor1, respectively
CloudAuditor2. Equally spaced 7 quantiles are considered in these heat maps, where,
as mentioned before, dark green color indicates the relatively highest performance,
whereas dark red indicates the relatively lowest performance. Collective ranking of the
potential eleven cloud providers is shown in Fig 8.3 by grouping the evaluations of the
two cloud auditors. In the collective ranking, evidently alternative MS is the highest
ranked cloud provider, whereas cloud provider alternative GMO is the lowest ranked.
7.2 Service Verification
For the service verification, the measured value for criteria C1 (see Table 7.3 and
Table 7.9) is used, as all the selected cloud providers offer monthly uptime in SLA
commitment. Measured value for criteria C1 is mapped to criterion Availability and
compared with SLA offered by cloud providers. A value with red background shows
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Figure 7.3: Heat map table by Auditor 2
Figure 7.4: Heat map table by All Auditors
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the non-compliance of an SLA and is a subject to penalty for SLA violation. ’V ’
represents a positive verification of a service and ’NV ’ represents the negative verifi-
cation of services. In data observed by CloudAuditor1; GMOCloud-US, City Cloud,
Elastic Host and Centurylink Cloud did not comply the service commitment as stated
in their SLA. There is a significant gap between service offer and service delivered in
GMOCloud-US and a comparatively less sever violation in the cases of City Cloud and
Elastic Host. The difference is little for Centurylink Cloud, but it still did not manage
to comply with its SLA. Similarly, GMOCloud-US, HP Cloud, Amazon S3 City Cloud
and Digital Ocean did not comply the service commitment in service observation by
CloudAuditor2. There is a significant difference in offered SLA and delivered availabil-
ity in GMOCloud-US, Amazon S3 and Digital Ocean but it is less significant in HP
Cloud and City Cloud.
7.3 Comparisons of Two Techniques
In this section, we present the comparisons of our two approaches: Instuitionistic Fuzzy
Logic (IFL), formulated in [134], initially proposed by Wang [11] for web service selec-
tion, and Heat Map Performance Table to evaluate commercially available CSPs based
on service performance delivered by them [136]. For the CSP evaluation, we collect the
service delivery performance of CSPs using commercially available service monitoring
tools. All the SLA offers provided by CSPs are not directly measurable. To include all
the measurable and non-measurable parameters while evaluating performance of CSPs,
we include CSUs feedback to include non-measurable parameters. In comparison of two
performance evaluation approaches, however, IFL evaluation technique can provide the
confidentially of their feedback to the CSP evaluation system, Heat Map Table is found
better and easy to implement in current cloud service brokering to recommend the
cloud services to the users. As IFL technique is not flexible for the multiple alterna-
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Table 7.12: Performance Evaluation by CloudAuditor1
Table 7.13: Performance Evaluation by CloudAuditor2
tives [137], we chose three CSPs for the comparisons of two techniques: Amz, Ela and
GMO.
In the overall evaluation including all auditors and cloud users in Figure 7.17,
weights are assigned to each sub-criteria to make equally significant with weight as-
signed in IFL evaluation (See Table 7.5) to make comparable with both techniques.
Average weights are assigned for combined evaluations of all cloud auditors and users.
We obtain the following sets of significance weights of the criteria and sub-criteria for
cloud auditors and users:
1. For cloud auditors
wA = wc11+wc12+wc13 = 6.0; wR = wc21+wc22+wc23 = 6.0; wP = wc31+wc32+wc33 =
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Table 7.14: Performance Evaluation by User1
Table 7.15: Performance Evaluation by User2
Table 7.16: Performance Evaluation by all Auditors
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Table 7.17: Performance Evaluation of All Auditors and Users
6.0;wC = wc41 + wc42 = 4.0; wS = wc51 + wc52 + wc53 = 3.0
2. For user1
wA = wc11+wc12+wc13 = 3.0; wR = wc21+wc22+wc23 = 3.0; wP = wc31+wc32+wc33 =
3.0;wC = wc41 + wc42 = 4.0; wS = wc51 + wc52 + wc53 = 3.0
3. For user2
wA = wc11+wc12+wc13 = 6.0; wR = wc21+wc22+wc23 = 3.0; wP = wc31+wc32+wc33 =
3.0;wC = wc41 + wc42 = 4.0; wS = wc51 + wc52 + wc53 = 3.0
4. Average of cloud auditors and users for combined evaluations
wA = wc11+wc12+wc13 = 5.25; wR = wc21+wc22+wc23 = 4.5; wP = wc31+wc32+wc33 =
4.5;wC = wc41 + wc42 = 4.0; wS = wc51 + wc52 + wc53 = 3.0
where wcij represents the significance weight assigned to sub-criterion j under criterion
i.
7.3.1 Result Analysis
Both Heat Map and IFN technique provided evaluation of three potential cloud service
providers with the same measuring data. In the overall evaluation, IFN techniques
gives the ranking order of CSPs: Amz >Ela ≥ GMO whereas Heat Map technique
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gives the overall rakning order: Amz> Ela> GMO by both auditors. Same perfor-
mance evaluation is assigned in Heat Map for User1 and User2 as in IFN technique.
Overall position of CSPs remained same. Cloud provider Ela and GMO give the similar
performance ranking in overall evaluation (See Table 7.7) but performance evaluation
in individual criteria is clearly seen different than overall evaluation in IFN technique
in Ela and GMO. Individual evaluation of cloud provider GMO is comparatively very
lower than overall position provider Ela.
Performance evaluation by Heat Map technique not only provides the performance
ranking of the CSPs but also provides the transparent visual performance view of
individual criteria with overall evaluation of individual decision makers and combined
result of all the decision makers. In overall performance ranking (see for instance in
Table 7.17), it gives the convincing results according to the performance measured by
cloud auditors. For instance, cloud provider Amz and Ela look comparatively close
performance ranking position in performance measurement, Performance factor subs-
criteria Throughput (tpT) and Latency (Lat), Reliability factor subs-criteria MTBF
(MTBF), Availability factor subs-criteria Uptime (upT), played dominating role (See
Table 8.3, highest tau value). In case of cloud provider GMO it is clearly seen that it
has comparatively lower performance than other cloud providers.
Positions of cloud provider Ela and GMO are the same by IFL and 2nd and 3rd
in Performance Heat Map Table. IFL technique is less convincing, because individual
performance is in fact very low in provider GMO (See Table 7.8). In our observation,
it is because the IFL technique is heavily guided by the opinion of the most critical
performance evaluators. If any of the users provides very bad feedback of a CSP, it
has strongly negative impact on the final position of that CSP. Even if other decision
makers judge this CSP as the one with the best performance, the position of that CSP
may be lower due to single inconsistent performance evaluator. Beside the fact that
IFL can include hesitation degree, it does not increase the precision of the ranking. In
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spite of high multiple decision alternatives, a new HPC linear ranking algorithm for
very big performance tables (up to several thousand of decision alternatives) gives the
results less than 3 seconds [31] in Heat Map Technique. So, performance Heat Map
technique is highly computationally scalable for the multiple decision alternatives.
In both performance evaluation techniques (see Table 7.5 and section 7.1.3) decision
makers can provide the importance of their requirements in specific selection criteria;
however, it is easy to allocate specific importance of each criteria in IFL evaluation
technique. In Table 7.6 feedback of cloud service users randomly considered to evaluate
the performance of the cloud providers in IFL technique. Position of provider Ela and
GMO almost same by IFL and 2nd and 1st in Performance Heat Map Table but result is
not convincing in IFL technique because individual performance is very low in provider
GMO (See Table 7.8). In the observation, it is clearly seen in IFL technique that it
is extremely guided by the opinion of the most critical performance evaluators. If any
user provides very bad feedback, it extremely changes the position of the CSP.
7.4 Experiment Setup for Pattern Analysis of CSPs
In the previous section, performance of the CSPs analyzed and ranked cloud providers
according their service delivery in committed SLA. It is also important to analyze the
service delivery pattern of the cloud providers while selecting cloud services from multi-
cloud environment. Future behavior of the performance patterns of cloud providers
helps cloud users in decision making to choose cloud services [135].
Wide ranging choices of cloud services of growing number of cloud service providers
(CSPs) have made challenging decision making problem for cloud service users (CSUs)
to select cloud services. CSUs are more concerned with the actual performance delivery
of cloud service providers (CSPs) rather than the documented service level agreement
(SLA) commitments in their SLA agreement. Cloud providers may not provide actual
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services according to documented SLA commitments [136]. Service performance pat-
tern of CSPs helps cloud users to select appropriate cloud services from multi-cloud
architecture according to their quality of service (QoS) requirements. Detail informa-
tion (historical, current and future performance) of cloud providers adds confidence to
cloud users in decision making to select appropriate cloud providers. Due to dynamic
nature of service performance in cloud computing, there are considerable fluctuations in
the QoS which results performance of cloud providers unpredictable in the time series.
In cloud service selection, historical performance and future performance predictions
are equally important as current performance of cloud providers. So, capturing all the
performance variability in different performance metrics is important to select the right
one among the multiple alternatives of cloud services [147],[44].
Usually, cloud users expect to receive a certain level of service performance as spec-
ified in SLA document. In order to provide the long-range performance information of
cloud providers, service performance of cloud providers should be continuously mon-
itored. Due to technical limitations and high monitoring cost may not allow cloud
users for continuously monitoring service performance of the cloud providers. Efficient
prediction method to forecast future performances of cloud providers based on current
data helps to solve this problem.
In this work, performance of commercially available cloud providers is measured
during a month on a daily basis using cloud-monitoring tool. Performance metrics
Uptime, Downtime,Outage Frequency, Latency, Response Time and Throughput are
considered to observe the performance of the cloud providers. These time series data
do not follow the specific trend pattern and is unique for each cloud provider. In
such case automatic forecasting method can create appropriate time series models [76].
We applied ETS and ARIMA prediction methods as automatic prediction methods,
which gave very convincing cloud performance predictions according to the performance
data collected from cloud providers. Comparison of error measures in both methods
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reveals that both techniques are appropriate for future performance prediction of cloud
providers. In overall performance prediction, ARIMA method produced better result
than ETS for our dataset collected from multiple cloud providers during one-month
period.
7.5 Prediction Methods and Prediction Accuracy
Prediction methods are broadly divided into qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative
forecasting techniques are subjective, based on the opinion and judgment of consumers,
experts; they are appropriate when past data is not available. Quantitative predictions
are applicable when past data are available. Due to many drawbacks in simple and
weighted moving average of quantitative prediction, exponentially smoothing methods
are widely used to predict the future data. The choice of prediction method is often
constrained by data availability and data pattern. The pattern in the data will affect
the type of forecasting method selected. The pattern in the data will also determine
whether a time-series method will suffice or whether casuals model are needed. If the
data pattern is unstable over time, a qualitative method may be selected. Thus the
data pattern is one of the most important factors affecting the selection of a forecasting
method [68]. Data may not follow the specific pattern in all the cases. In these circum-
stances, an automatic forecasting method is essential which determine an appropriate
time series model, estimate the parameters and compute the forecasts [76]. The most
popular automatic forecasting algorithms are based on either exponential smoothing
or ARIMA methods.
7.5.1 Exponential Smoothing
The exponential method involves the automatic weighting of past data with weights
that decrease exponentially with time, i.e. the most current values receive a decreasing
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weighting. For example in each increment in the past is decreased by (1-α), where α ∈
(0,1) is the smoothing parameter. Generally, there are three exponential smoothing are
in practice: Simple, Double and Triple exponential smoothing. The triplet(E,T,S) refers
to the three components: error, trend and seasonality. So the model ETS(A,A,N) has
additive errors, additive trend and no seasonality and so on. ETS can also be considered
an abbreviation of ExponenTial Smoothing [76].
7.5.2 Autoregressive integrated moving average(ARIMA)
It is a generalization of an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model where data
show evidence of non-stationary. ARIMA models are generally denoted ARIMA (p,
d, q)(P,D,Q)m where parameters p, d, and q are non-negative integers, p is the order
of the autoregressive model, d is the degree of differencing, and q is the order of the
Moving-average model. Furthermore, m refers to the number of periods in each season,
and the uppercase P, D, Q refer to the autoregressive, differencing, and moving average
terms.
7.5.3 Prediction Accuracy
Let yt denotes the observation at time t and ft denote the forecast of yt. Then define
the forecast error et = yt − ft. The forecasts may be computed from a common base
time, and be of varying forecast horizons [77]. Thus, we may compute out-of-sample
forecasts fn+1, ..., fn+m based on data from times t = 1, ..., n. There are commonly
used accuracy measures in the forecasting:
7.5.3.1 Scale-dependent measures
These accuracy measures are dependent with the scale of the data. These are useful
when comparing different methods applied to the same set of data, but should not be
used, for example, when comparing across data sets that have different scales. The most
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commonly used scale-dependent measures are based on the absolute error or squared
errors:
MeanSquaredError(MSE) = mean(et
2) (7.1)
MeanAbsoluteError(MAE) = mean(|et|) (7.2)
RootMeanSquareError(RMSE) =
√
e2t (7.3)
7.5.3.2 Measures based on percentage errors
The percentage error is given by pt = 100et/yt. Percentage errors have the advantage
of being scale independent, and so are frequently used to compare forecast performance
across different data sets. The most commonly used measures are:
MeanPercentageError(MPE) = mean(pt) (7.4)
MeanAbsolutePercentageError(MAPE) = mean(|pt|) (7.5)
Measures based on percentage errors have the disadvantage of being infinite or unde-
fined if yt = 0 for any t in the period of interest, and having an extremely skewed
distribution when any yt is close to zero.
7.5.3.3 Scaled errors
To make independent with the scale of the data Hyndman et. al [77] proposed scale
independent error measure called Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE). It is used to
determine the success of a model selection procedure.
MASE = mean(|qt|) (7.6)
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where qt = et/((1/(n− 1)
∑n
i=2 |yi − yi−1|) When MASE ≤ 1, in the proposed method,
gives smaller errors than the one-step errors from other scale dependent measures.
7.5.3.4 Information Criteria(IC)
Information criteria are chosen to choose the best predictive model selection. It is useful
in comparison to IC value for another model fitted to same data set.
Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC):
AIC = −2log(Likelihood) + 2p (7.7)
The AIC [15] provides a method for selecting between the additive and multiplicative
error models. Point forecasts from the two models are identical, so that standard
forecast accuracy measures such as the MSE or MAPE are unable to select between
the error types. The AIC is able to select between the error types because it is based
on likelihood rather than one-step forecasts. Minimizing the AIC gives the best model
for prediction.
Schwarttz’s Bayesian IC(BIC):
BIC = AIC + p(log(n)− 2) (7.8)
The BIC [123] is used to overcome the inconsistency and over fitted problem in AIC,
BIC is used. It is also used in a similar manner like AIC.
AICc = AIC + 2(p+ 1)(p+ 2)/(n− p) (7.9)
where p is the number of estimated parameters in the model. The AICc [75] is an
asymptotically efficient information criterion that does an approximate correction for
this negative bias. It is also used in a similar manner like AIC.
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We have considered all the errors measures in this paper to evaluate the prediction
accuracy. ACF1(Autocorrelation of errors at lag 1) is also considered for the error
measurements.
Table 7.18: Notation for Monthly Performance Measurement from CSPs’ Premises
Uptime Downtime Outage Frequency Latency Response Time Throughtput
(uptime) (downtime) (outagefrequency) (latency) (responsetime) (throughput)
% sec Number of Occurance msec msec Mbps
7.6 Performance Measurement
To observe the performance of cloud providers, six major service parameters/metrics
are considered in the measurement of the performance of the cloud providers: Uptime,
Downtime, Outage Frequency, Latency, Response Time and Throughput. Performance
of each cloud providers are obtained using cloud monitoring tool1 according to the se-
lected service metrics. In our observation, performance of 20 cloud providers collected
for 30 days: Amazon S3, GMO Cloud, City Cloud, Google Cloud Storage, Gogrid Cloud,
Rackspace Cloud, Centurylink Cloud, UpCloud, Softlayer Cloud, IBM Cloud, HP Cloud,
Vault Network Cloud, Microsoft Azure Cloud, Digital Cloud, Elastic Host Cloud, Ex-
oscale Cloud, Sigma Cloud, Cloud Central, Aruba Cloud and Baremetal Cloud. The
performance measurement is based on cloud storage services. It is considered that
all cloud service users are located in Luxembourg. Service/availability regions of cloud
providers are divided in different regions according to data center locations of the cloud
providers. Collected service performance data from cloud providers are merged values
of all service/availability regions of the cloud providers.
Figure (a) and (b) of 7.5, 7.6,7.7, 7.8, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12,7.13, 7.14, 7.15, 7.16, 7.17,
7.18, 7.19, 7.20, 7.21, 7.22, 7.23, 7.24 show the service performance measurement and
deviation pattern of different 20 cloud providers respectively. The main objective of
1cloudharmony.com
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Figure 7.5: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Amazon-S3 Cloud
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Figure 7.6: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of GMO Cloud
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Figure 7.7: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of City Cloud
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Figure 7.8: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Digital Cloud
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Figure 7.9: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Elastic Host Cloud
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Figure 7.10: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Microsoftazure
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Figure 7.11: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Google
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Figure 7.12: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Cloudsigma
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Figure 7.13: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Gogrid
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Figure 7.14: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Rackspace
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the performance measurement is providing the deviation pattern of the cloud providers,
which gives the stability of the performance delivered. For instance, high uptime, high
throughput, low downtime, low outage frequency, low latency, low responsetime is always
prefered from performance perspective, however, such cloud providers are not prefered
if there are high fluctuations in the service performance. The analysis of performances
of cloud provider Amazon S3, GMO-US, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, Gogrid, IBM
Cloud and VaultNetwork Cloud found less fluctuated in Uptime, Downtime, Outage
Frequency and rest three parameters Latency, Responsetime and Throughput are found
more fluctuated and hard to predict performance patterns easily. For example, per-
formance parameters: uptime, downtime, outagefrequency are near in 100%, 0 second
and 0 times in cloud provider Amazon S3, GMO-US, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud,
Gogrid, IBM Cloud and VaultNetwork Cloud respectively but these three service pa-
rameters were also fluctuating in other selected cloud providers for the performance
measurement: City Cloud, Rackspace Cloud, Centurylink Cloud, UpCloud, Softlayer
Cloud, HP Cloud, Microsoft Azure Cloud, Digital Cloud, Elastic Host Cloud, Exoscale
Cloud, Sigma Cloud, Cloud Central, Aruba Cloud and Baremetal Cloud together with
other three service parameters: Latency, Responsetime and Throughput.
Service performance stability reflects the reliable cloud providers to choose the ser-
vices according to the requirements. Latency of cloud provider AMZ, response time
of GMO Cloud, latency and throughput of cloud provider City Cloud, uptime and
downtime of cloud provider Digital Cloud, uptime and downtime of cloud provider
HP Cloud, throughput of cloud providerMicrosoft Azure, Google Cloud, Cloud Sigma,
Gogrid Cloud, downtime and outagefrequency of Rackspace Cloud, uptime of Centu-
rylink Cloud, downtime and responsetime of Upcloud, downtime and outagefrequency
of Softlayer Cloud, latency, responsetime and throughput of IBM Cloud, latency of
HP Cloud, uptime and throughput of Exoscale Cloud, downtime and outagefrequency
of Cloudcentral Cloud, outage frequency of Aruba Cloud, uptime and downtime of
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Figure 7.15: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Centurylink
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Figure 7.16: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Upcloud
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Figure 7.17: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Softlayer
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Figure 7.18: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of IBM
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Figure 7.19: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of HP
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Figure 7.20: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Exoscale
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Figure 7.21: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Cloudcentral
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Figure 7.22: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Aruba
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Figure 7.23: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of Baremetal
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Figure 7.24: Monthly Service Performance/Deviation Pattern of VaultNetwork
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Baremetal Cloud, throughput of VaultNetwork Cloud are highly fluctuated performance
parameters than other parameters in our monthly performance observation from cloud
providers.
7.6.1 Performance Pattern Analysis
However, we analysed the performance pattern of all the selected 20 cloud providers,
we have included performance patterns of few CSPs in this thesis to show the concept
of performance pattern of CSPs. Figure 7.25 and 7.26 show the service performance
pattern of the Digital Cloud and Exoscale Cloud.
7.7 Service Performance Prediction
Future performance behavior of the CSPs are predicted based on the current perfor-
mances of CSPs using two automatic forecasting algorithm: ARIMA an ETS as men-
tioned in section 7.5. To analyze the accuracy of our predicted performance of CSPs,
we applied two approaches: firstly, we calculated the errors of prediction and secondly
matching with 1/3 of observed performance measurement with predicted performances
using 2/3 of observed performance of cloud providers. Similarly, performance prediction
patterns of few cloud providers are included in this thesis as mentioned in Section 7.6.1
on selected metrics, however, performance prediction accuracy of all cloud providers
are presented in the Section 7.8. Service performance patterns in parameters:Uptime,
Downtime and Outage Frequency in most of the cloud providers are very close in most
of the time series(See for instance in Figure 7.25 and 7.26 for service performance
pattern of Digital Cloud and Exocloud respectively) and easily predictable from their
performance pattern. The service patterns of all the selected cloud providers give the
clear picture of cloud service performance of the cloud providers over a month. The
performance of cloud providers collected over the month from multiple cloud providers
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(a) uptime(%) (b) downtime(seconds)
(c) Outage Frequency (numbers) (d) Latency(ms)
(e) Responsetime(ms) (f) Throughput(Mbps)
Figure 7.25: Monthly Service Performance Pattern of Digital Cloud
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(a) uptime(%) (b) downtime(seconds)
(c) Outage Frequency (numbers) (d) Latency(ms)
(e) Responsetime(ms) (f) Throughput(Mbps)
Figure 7.26: Monthly Service Performance Pattern of Exoscale Cloud
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neither followed specific pattern nor remained in stable seasonal patterns for specific
time periods. Information of service delivery pattern of cloud providers of entire month
(possibly delivery pattern of longer time period e.g. 3 months, 6 months, 1 year or
more) gives the tentative impression of cloud service providers to choose appropriate
cloud services for the cloud users. From monitoring cost, technical complexities and
accessibility to the cloud providers through out the period, it is very challenging to col-
lect the service pattern of cloud provider over the longer time period. Highly efficient
prediction of data solves this problem to receive the service performance information
for longer terms. To achieve the maximum accuracy in cloud service performance pre-
diction as much as possible, we applied automatic forecasting method to determine
the appropriate time series prediction, particularly: ETS and ARIMA method for the
cloud providers performance prediction.
Performance pattern prediction of cloud provider Digital Cloud and Exoscale Cloud
predicted using ETS and ARIMA methods are shown in Figure 7.27, 7.28, 7.8.1 and 7.29
respectively. Both prediction methods showed convincing predictions in each perfor-
mance parameters. Service performance data of 20 days are trained for the performance
prediction using ETS and ARIMA prediction method. Prediction of all the selected
performance parameters of 20 cloud providers by both prediction methods produced
the convincing results as in Digital Cloud and Exoscale Cloud. To analyse the accu-
racy of our prediction, different error measurements are calculated (See for instance
Table 7.19 and 7.20 for Digital Cloud and Exoscale Cloud respectively).
To identify the accuracy of prediction method, errors parameters are considered.
In the performance prediction, all parameters do not return the exact accuracy of the
prediction method because of different scale of the measured data. So, scale depen-
dent errors, percentage errors and scale independent errors are considered to check the
accuracy of the prediction. Accuracy information correction parameters (AIC, BIC,
AICc) are used to compare the prediction methods. Smaller the numerical value of
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(a) uptime(%) (b) downtime(seconds)
(c) Outage Frequency (times) (d) Latency(ms)
(e) Responsetime(ms) (f) Throughput(Mbps)
Figure 7.27: Service Performance Prediction of Digital Cloud using ETS
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(a) uptime(%) (b) downtime(seconds)
(c) Outage Frequency (times) (d) Latency(ms)
(e) Responsetime(ms) (f) Throughput(Mbps)
Figure 7.28: Service Performance Prediction of Digital Cloud using ARIMA
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(a) uptime(%) (b) downtime(seconds)
(c) Outage Frequency (times) (d) Latency(ms)
(e) Responsetime(ms) (f) Throughput(Mbps)
Figure 7.29: Service Performance Prediction of Exoscale Cloud using ARIMA
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information parameters signifies the better prediction method.
Similarly, error measures of all performance parameters of all the 20 cloud providers
are calculated. Prediction results of uptime, downtime and outage frequency are more
stable in most of the cloud providers than the rest of the parameters: latency, re-
sponsetime and throughput. We chose Digital Cloud and Exoscale Cloud, to cover all
the parameters prediction analysis, because they both have unstable service perfor-
mance result in all the selected parameters. MASE value of in all predictions was less
than or equal to 1 in both ETS and ARIMA prediction technique (except in parame-
ter Throughput in ETS predictions with slightly greater than 1))(See Table 7.19). It
shows that our selected prediction models are correct. Information correction parame-
ters measured in ETS and ARIMA method shows that ARIMA method is more suited
than ETS method (See for instance in Table 7.19 where all values of information cor-
rection(IC) have greater in ARIMA method than ETS), however, IC values in each
prediction methods are very close with each other.
Table 7.19: Errors Measurement in Performance Prediction of Digital Cloud
Method Parameters ME RMSE MAE MPE MAPE MASE ACF1 AIC AICc BIC
Uptime -1.5E-7 1.2E-3 9E-4 -1.9E-7 9E-4 1.08 -2.6E-2 -181.2 -180.5 -179.2
Downtime 68.71 590.2 273.3 -inf Inf 0.95 0.094 319.1 319.8 321.12
outagefrequency 0.4996 8.03 4.00 -inf Inf 0.95 0.01 147.2 147.9 149.27
ETS Latency -0.02 85.57 70.44 -9.05 26.09 0.98 0.04 241.8 242.59 243.88
Response Time -1.35 6.37 5.06 -0.23 0.84 0.76 -0.16 137.92 138.6 139.9
Throughput 2.5E-2 13.27 12.49 -34.06 64.52 1.32 0.40 167.3 168.0 169.3
Uptime 5E-4 2.2E-3 5E-4 5E-4 5.2E-4 1 -0.002 -175.0 -174.8 -174.08
Downtime 72.31 605.54 287.68 -inf Inf 1 0.09 299.3 299.6 300.3
outagefrequency 0.52 8.24 4.21 -inf Inf 1 0.01 136.0 136.3 137.03
ARIMA latency -0.21 111.2 71.4 -7.62 24.9 1 -0.25 234.9 235.2 235.9
response time -0.5 7.88 6.63 -0.0966 1.097 1 -0.5 134.3 134.6 135.31
throughput 0.123 14.09 9.4 -15.96 41.42 1 -0.09 156.4 156.7 157.41
Table 7.20: Errors Measurement in Performance Prediction of Exoscale Cloud
Method Parameters ME RMSE MAE MPE MAPE MASE ACF1 AIC AICc BIC
Uptime -3.3e-6 1.8e-5 3.3e-6 -3.3e-6 3.3e-6 0.96 -0.03 -548.6 -548.1 -545.8
Downtime 0.33 1.8 0.3 -Inf Inf 0.96 -0.03 142.1 142.5 144.9
outagefrequency 3.39E-2 0.18 0.03 Inf Inf 0.96 -0.03 4.0 4.4 6.8
ETS Latency -0.01 29.6 21.6 -23.6 44.1 0.78 0.21 309.3616 309.8 312.1
Response Time 2.2E-2 4.113 2.8 -0.103 2.2 0.72 0.03 190.8 191.33 193.68
Throughput -2.8 11.2 9.04 -36.3 53.8 1.13 0.3 248 250.6 255
Uptime -3.4E-6 1.8E-5 3.4E-6 -3.4E-6 3.4E-6 1 -0.037 -547.5 -547.4 -546.1
Downtime 0.34 1.8 0.34 5.8 5.8 1 -0.037 120.2 120.3 121.5
outagefrequency 0.03 0.18 0.03 5.8 5.8 1 -0.03 -13.3 -13.2 -11.2
ARIMA latency 1.08 37.5 27.5 -17.9 54.4 1 -0.3 294.6 294.7 296
response time -0.06 5.78 3.93 -0.16 3.18 1 -0.47 186.1 186.3 187.5
throughput 0.42 5.5 4.6 -2.7 26.9 1 -0.54 183.9 184.1 185.3
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(a) uptime(%) (b) downtime(seconds)
(c) Outage Frequency (times) (d) Latency(ms)
(e) Responsetime(ms) (f) Throughput(Mbps)
Figure 7.30: Service Performance Prediction of Exoscale Cloud using ETS
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(a) ME (b) MAE
(c) RMSE (d) MPE
(e) ACF1 (f) MASE
Figure 7.31: Errors comparisions in ARIMA and ETS prediction method of ME, MAE,
RMSE, MPE, ACF1and MASE
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(a) MAPE (b) AIC
(c) BIC (d) AICc
Figure 7.32: Errors comparisions in in ARIMA and ETS prediction method of MAPE,
AIC, BIC, AICc
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7.8 Errors Measurement and Prediction Accuracy
To evaluate our prediction accuracy, we calculated all error parameters included in
Table 7.19 for all 20 selected cloud providers in selected performance parameters. Er-
ror patterns of ME, MAE, RMSE, MPE, ACF1, AIC, BIC and AICc with minimum
differences in parameter values in ARIMA and ETS prediction method whereas error
patterns are significantly different in error measurement MASE and MAPE (See Fig-
ure 7.31 and 7.32 ). Most of the error values are near to zero in most of the prediction
in ME, MAE, RMSE, MPE (See Figure 7.31(a),(b),(c) and d)). Overall information
corrections parameters (AIC, BIC, AICc) are lower in ARIMA prediction method than
ETS prediction method (See Figure 7.32(b),(c) and (d)). Similarly, MASE and MAPE
have higher values in ETS method than ARIMA method (See Figure 7.31(f) and Fig-
ure 7.32(a)). Prediction patterns and related errors calculated to evaluate the prediction
method shows that both prediction methods (ARIMA and ETS) are suitable to predict
performances of cloud providers according our data patterns collected from multiple
cloud providers. However, in comparisons with ARIMA and ETS, ARIMA prediction
method gives more smooth prediction than ETS method.
7.8.1 Matching predicted performances with actual measurement
To match with the predicted patterns of the CSPs’ service performances, we trained
performance pattern of 20 days collected from different cloud providers. Red line (See
in Figure , 7.27, 7.28, 7.8.1 and 7.29) gives the actual patterns of the service pre-
formance, dark blue line gives the average predicted performance (point of forecast),
dotted black line gives the fitted patterns of actual performance measured for 20 days.
The forecast intervals are at 80% to 95%. Lower forecast range at 80%(Low80) to high
forecast range at 80%(High80) is shown in light blue background and 95% forecast
interval (Low95 (lower forecast range at 95%) to High95 (high forecast range at 95%))
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is shown in light black background give the minimum to maximum range of prediction
of cloud provider performance. To evaluate the accuracy of the prediction of the CSPs’
service performance, we trained the system by 20 days performance data collected from
different cloud providers. In most of the predicted performance patterns followed with
actual performance patterns in Digital Cloud and Exoscale Cloud as shown in predicted
patterns.
In the analysis of performance prediction pattern of Digital Cloud, predicted pattern
of latency by ARIMA method is more close to observed pattern than the predicted pat-
tern in ETS method (See in Figure 7.27, 7.28, 7.29, and 7.8.1). Observed measurement
of uptime, Latency, and Responsetime of Digital Cloud is out of prediction range for
very limited period in ETS method (See in Figure 7.27) whereas observed performance
pattern is within the range of Low80 in ARIMA method (See in Figure 7.28). See,
for instance, in Figure 7.29, and 7.8.1) observed measurement pattern of throughput
followed the almost same pattern as average predicted pattern by ARIMA method but
observed measured value range is in between average predicted value to Low80 value
in ETS method. Similarly, predicted patterns of service performances of all selected
cloud providers are analyzed. MAPE value in all prediction ranges from 0.55-15% in
most of the predictions. MASE values are equal to 1 in ARIMA prediction and less
than or near to 1 in ETS method.
7.8.2 Conclusions
This section provides the forecasts of future service performance of cloud service providers.
The input for the method is the previously observed performance. The method selected
to produce the predictions are ETS and ARIMA. For evaluation, the real monitoring
data was divided into training and test sets. Both prediction method returned the
convincing results of performance prediction, however, ARIMA method gave better
performance prediction results than ETS method, as shown by the analysis of the er-
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rors of the prediction methods. The method presented in this paper summarizes the
current and future service performance of cloud providers for the selected performance
metrics. It helps cloud service users and brokers to choose cloud services according
to their requirements. Predicted service performance results show that prediction is
applicable for short duration prediction as well as long-term duration. The future work
includes evaluation of service performance over longer time periods and applying other
prediction methods such as neural networks.
7.9 Summary
In this chapter, we included the evaluation according environment setup in previous
chapter. Firstly, performance of multiple CSPs is measured. These measured values are
then compared with the SLA offered by CSPs. The next section includes the evaluation
of CSPs using IFL technique and Heat Map technique. These two techniques are
further compared in the next section. Next section gives the performance measurement
of 20 cloud providers including service pattern analysis. Lastly, performance of the
CSPs are predicted based on collected data for the future forecasting of performance
of CSPs. Further, the errors in different automatic prediction methods are calculated
and compared to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction.
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Part V
Regulatory Compliance Analysis
of Cloud Providers
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Chapter 8
Cloud Service Providers’
Regulatory Compliance Analysis
8.1 Analysis of Term of Services and SLA committed by
Cloud Service Providers
As cloud providers are increasing, cloud users have opportunities to select specific cloud
services from multiple cloud providers. So, cloud broker exists between cloud provider
and cloud users to facilitate both for the service delivery. Practically standard contract
is feasible for big companies but making standard contract is for each Small Medium
Enterprises (SME) for every cloud services is time consuming and costly for cloud
providers. Cloud users also do not take more attention to make standard contract for a
small cloud service subscription. Many of cloud providers offer online agreement even
it is not negotiable and user agrees the terms and conditions of the cloud providers as
an “I agree” box or similar at the moment of service initiation. Technically, the SLA
agreement between cloud provider and cloud user is the legal document on which basis
cloud user can claim for service credit or other incase of service infringement by cloud
providers. In this paper an overview of SLA offered by some international cloud service
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providers. Our observation of SLA agreement offered by most of the cloud providers
shows that it is still incomplete and need to be provided detail information related to
avoid the conflict between cloud users and cloud providers or any third party involved
in service delivery.
Our analysis has two perspectives:
• Analyzing how cloud providers have covered important issues in their contract
agreement document including regulatory aspects. It analyzes from the perspec-
tives of sufficient information regarding the safe and fair cloud contract. It in-
cludes analysis of from both legal and technical issues to be included in their cloud
contracts by cloud providers. Table 8.1 gives the criterion selected to analyze the
content terms of service committed by cloud providers.
• Performance analysis of cloud providers according service committed in SLA
agreement. It collects the SLA commitments by cloud providers and analyzes
with real performance delivered by them according to detail information provided
by cloud providers. As many of the cloud providers provide limited information
for quantitative measurement in their SLA agreement, the service level objectives:
performance service level, security service level and cost of service level objective
(See in Figure 2.6) are chosen for the service performance analysis.
8.1.1 Terms of service and SLA provided by International Cloud Providers
Most of the cloud service offers SLA commitments to the cloud users. It is very im-
portant to know the complete information of cloud service provider before subscribing
cloud services from cloud service providers. SLA contains both measurable and non-
measurable parameters. In our observation most of the cloud service providers provide
very few information regarding the performance delivery of cloud services to the cloud
users. In our observation, most of the cloud providers offer contract terms as “Terms
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Table 8.1: Criteria and sub-criteria for evaluating cloud services
Criteria Sub-criteria Short Name
Liabilities Liabilities Li
Performance Service Level Availability Av
Response Time Res
Capacity Cap
Security Service Level Service Reliability Rel
Authentication and Authorization Au
Security incident mgmt inc
Reporting Rep
Logging Log
Monitoring Mon
Data Management Service Level Data Classification Dcls
Data Backup, Mirroring and Restore BMR
Data Lifecycle and Portability DLP
Personal Data Protection Service Level Code of Conduct Ccon
Purpose of Specification Pspec
Openness, transparency and notice OTN
Accountability Acc
Geographical Location of user data DL
Provider Lock-in and Exit Lock-in In
Exit Ex
Terms and conditions Terms and conditions TC
Changing Service Features Changing Service Features CS
Intellectual Property Rights(IPR) IPR IPR
and condition” and “SLA”. Some has in the same document and some as a separate
document. In this section, we provide the overview of SLA commitment by the com-
mercially available cloud service providers [119]:
Microsoft Azure: Microsoft Azure1 offers a specific SLA commitments in multiple
services. Its SLA commitments range from maximum 99.9% to 99.99%. It provides
the sector/region wise SLA commitments to the cloud users. It has detail information
regarding the data transfer, however, information in data privacy and security issues
in terms and conditions document is not clearly detailed2.
1https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/legal/sla/summary/
2https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/support/legal/services-terms-nov-2014/
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GMOCloud: GMO Cloud3 offers at least 99.999% monthly uptime for all cloud
services. SLA document offered by GMO is not service specific commitments. It
provides the details of security and backup, IPR however it is silent in data privacy
and governing law. Terms of service put liability to the cloud users to protect their
privacy4. It provides the detail information of data center locations.
HP Cloud: SLA offer of HP cloud5 ranges from at least 99.95% to 100% in a specific
cloud service. There is limited information of data privacy and security in its terms of
service. It’s detail information of SLA and terms of service are not easily available, as
it is not planning to expand public cloud services further.
Amazon: Amazon provides various cloud services, however, Amazon S36 and Ama-
zon EC27 are the most popular cloud services of Amazon. It offers at least 99.9%
uptime for both S3 and EC2 services. It provides an well organized contract agree-
ment for specific services8,9. Offered contract agreement contains detail information in
security and data privacy, governing law and IPR.
RackSpace: Rackspace cloud10 service provider provides a service specific SLA com-
mitment. Monthly uptime from at least 99.9% to maximum 100% is offered in their
SLA document. It guarantees the user data privacy according to applicable data pro-
tection/privacy law11. It also provides a detail information of global security policy.
Google Cloud: Google cloud12 offers service specific SLA. It ranges alteast 99.9% to
100% monthly uptime based on service offer. It covers most of the important terms in
“Terms of Service”. Data processing, security terms, compliance with different regula-
3https : //www.gmocloud.com/common/download/catalogiqcloud.pdf
4http://us.gmocloud.com/legal/
5http://www.hpcloud.com/sla/
6http://aws.amazon.com/s3/sla/
7http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/sla/
8http://portal.aws.amazon.com/gp/aws/developer/terms-and-conditions.html
9http://aws.amazon.com/agreement/
10https://www.rackspace.com/information/legal/cloud/sla
11https://www.rackspace.com/information/legal/cloud/tos
12https://cloud.google.com/
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tory frameworks, governing law and jurisdiction are covered in the agreement13. SLA
monitoring issues are still not clear in the committed document. According to the com-
mitted document, it is possible to choose data center according to users preferences in
different locations.
City Cloud: City cloud14 offers a SLA commitment at least 100% monthly uptime
in all the services irrespective with specific cloud services. It does not provide detail
terms of service related to security and data privacy, governing law and jurisdiction. It
provides the geo-locations of data centers and monitoring facility of cloud services.
Cloud Sigma: Similarly, Cloud Sigma15 also offers at least 100% monthly uptime
irrespective with a specific service. Terms of service detail liability, privacy policy, IPR,
governing law and jurisdiction16. It also provides an information related to data center
locations. However, terms and conditions are not clear enough as recommended by
standard cloud contract guidelines.
Elastic Host: Elastic Host17 provides a service specific SLA offer ranges from at
least 99.95% to 100%. It has lack of specific details in privacy and security issues in
the provided SLA agreement and put more liabilities to the users. Proposed agreement
is specific in governing law and jurisdiction.
Century Link Cloud: Century Link Cloud18 is very specific in SLA document.
It commits 100% uptime for public/private networks and at least 99.9% for rest of
the services. It provides privacy policy19, data retention issues, Governing law and
jurisdiction, however, it is not specific in data liability and other issues, which are
necessary to make a safe and fair cloud contract. It provides data center locations in
its website.
13https://cloud.google.com/terms/
14https://www.citynetworkhosting.com/sla/
15https://www.cloudsigma.com/features/
16https://www.cloudsigma.com/legal-switzerland/
17https://www.elastichosts.com/terms-of-service/
18https://www.ctl.io/legal/sla/
19https://www.ctl.io/legal/privacy/
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Digital Ocean: However, Digital Ocean20 does not provide specific SLA commit-
ments according to the service offers, it provides at least 99.99 % monthly uptime in
network, power and virtual server availability. The offered document provides infor-
mation related to the liabilities, governing law, data privacy but a detail related to
physical security is still missing in the document.
GoGrid Cloud: GoGrid Cloud21,22 provides a very specific SLA commitment for
each cloud service. It also provides regional wise specific performance matrix in its
SLA document. It is more specific in privacy and security issues, IP and third party
offerings and choice of law and jurisdiction; however, it does not take more liabilities
in user’s data.
UpCloud: UpCloud23 commit minimum 100% monthly uptime to all services irre-
spective to specific cloud service. Terms of service is not clear on data security and
privacy, governing law & jurisdiction and data locations24.
IBM Cloud: IBM does not provide a specific service wise SLA metrics. Terms
of service of IBM is well organized and provides the details of security descriptions,
data protection, conditions of transboarder data flow and information regarding the
governing law and jurisdiction25. It also provides information of data center locations.
Exoscale Cloud: Exoscale cloud provides 95.95% availability in all services26. Terms
of service are well described and clear. Document is specific on data security (however,
it takes less liabilities), data protection and privacy, governing law and jurisdiction,
data storage and IPR.
Baremetal Cloud: It provides 99.999% availability unspecific with a cloud service.
20https://www.digitalocean.com/legal/terms/
21https://www.datapipe.com/gogrid/legal/sla/
22https://www.datapipe.com/gogrid/legal/terms-of-service/
23https://www.upcloud.com/blog/how-seriously-does-your-cloud-hosting-provider-take-
redundancy/
24https://www.upcloud.com/documentation/terms/
25https://www-03.ibm.com/software/sla/
26https://www.exoscale.ch/terms/
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The SLA and terms of service27 provided is not sufficient on data privacy, provider’s
liabilities, however, it provides an information related to physical level security and
data center locations.
Arubacloud: Aruba cloud provides at least 99.95% availability to all cloud services
except 100% in power and air conditioning28. It provides detail information on pro-
cessing of personal data with specific applicable law, jurisdictions and competent but it
provides the less information regarding the security issues from technical point of view.
It also provides an information related to data center locations and service monitoring
details.
Softlayer Cloud : It does not provide a SLA commitment specific with particular
services. In SLA agreement document, it uses a sentence “SoftLayer will use reasonable
efforts to provide a service level of 100% for the public/private network...” but it
guarantees a service credit more than 2 hours29. It is not clearly mentioned how it is
provided, however, it agrees to maintain reasonable and appropriate measures related to
physical security to protect user content30. The document is specific on data protection
and privacy, governing law and jurisdictions. It also provides geographical locations of
data centers.
Vaultnetwork Cloud : The Vault network cloud endeavors to have service(s) available
for access by any party in the world 99.5% of the time31. Provided document does not
detail security, data privacy and protection issues. It is specific on governing law and
jurisdictions.
CloudCentral: It commits 99.95% uptime commitment to infrastructure services32.
The terms and conditions33 are clear in liabilities, governing law and IPR but there is
27https://www.baremetalcloud.com/legal-terms
28https://www.arubacloud.com/company/general-conditions.aspx
29http://static.softlayer.com/sites/default/files/sla.pdf
30http://static.softlayer.com/sites/default/files/assets/page/Terms-of-Service.pdf
31https://www.vaultnetworks.com/about/company-policies/terms-of-service/
32https://www.cloudcentral.com.au/sla/
33https://www.cloudcentral.com.au/terms-and-conditions/
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not sufficient information on data privacy and physical security.
8.2 Legal and/or Major Missing Points in the Current
Cloud Contracts Offered by Cloud Providers
The details of cloud contracts mentioned by multiple cloud providers are provided in
section 8.1.1. We list out here some missing points, which are not properly addressed
by cloud providers in their agreement, and some are against the regulatory framework
as mentioned in section 4.3, as important issues to be included in cloud contracts.
1. Lack of Liabilities and Indemnity
Most of the providers claim their entire liability according to the charge paid by
user or maximum amount. This is limiting or excluding legal rights of the user
could be considered under some law (for instance under EU law it is considered
as unfair contract [47])
2. Consent for the collection and processing of personal data for secondary non-
compatible purposes
Information is collected from cloud users for the internal purposes, such as billing
or management of its cloud services, gathered by CSPs will belong to them
(CSPs) [117] but these information should not be used for the unfair advan-
tage. In our analysis most of the providers do not mention theses issues in the
terms of service but some provider still use these information for other purpose
without particular consent from data subject [12].
3. Lack of Transparency As we already discussed, there is lack of a standardized
format and terminology of cloud contract in cloud computing. Cloud provider
prefers to include terms according to their feasibility in the committed terms of
service and SLA. Unclear and sometimes unfair terms of service in the cloud con-
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tract misguide the rights of cloud users in contract breaching. Lack of clearly
monitoring technique in SLA, hidden payment obligation, automatic renewal oc-
curs due to unclear terms of service in the cloud contract.
4. SLA agreement
a. Lack of Service Monitoring
User pays as per usage in cloud computing. So, service credit and other claim
will be authorized according to the SLA agreement. Many of the contract terms
do not mention about the methods of service monitoring. SLA monitoring is
challenging issue in recent days because it is observed that all the cloud service
provider may not provide services to the user according to their SLA commit-
ments [136].
b. Disaster Recovery
In the most of the contract document, how CSPs manage disaster recovery for
the services is not clear. Well-managed disaster recovery plan is very significant
criteria for users to select appropriate CSP.
c. Location of Data
In our observation, many of the CSPs provide information related to data center
location in their website. Cloud users can choose appropriate location according
to their requirements but these information are not still part of the terms of ser-
vice and SLA.
d. Data portability, Data irretrievability
Very few CSPs provide the information related to data portability and irretriev-
ability. Cloud users should be easily able to retrieve their data if they prefer to
switch to another CSP due to any reason.
Sometimes, it is hard to follow these points to most of the cloud users, who are not
aware with existing legal framework or users do not have sufficient legal knowledge to
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follow the legal framework. In the next section, we propose how performance evaluation
technique (Heat Map technique) can be implemented to check the regulatory compli-
ance status of the CSPs. Heat Map table gives complete information of regulatory
compliance status of the CSPs in a visualized form.
8.2.1 Pictorial Analysis of Cloud Provider’s Contracts in HeatMap
Table
SLA assured service brokering framework is proposed in [138]. This framework recom-
mends the cloud services to the user with verified service performance delivery against
the SLA commitments of CSPs. Wagle et al. [134] and [136] proposed evaluation
techniques to evaluate the service performance of the CSPs. These papers are mainly
focused on service performance analysis of the CSPs. In cloud computing, specifically in
a public cloud scenario, regulatory compliance management is also critical issue as the
cloud users outsource data processing and storage to CSPs that can be under legisla-
tion/regulation [127]. E Casalicchio et. al [41] have introduced a conceptual framework
for legal compliance checking in cloud brokering but it does not give clear picture of
regulatory compliance status of the CSPs. Information of service performance status
including regulatory compliance status facilitates cloud users in decision making to
choose appropriate CSPs according to their requirements. The main motivation of this
paper is analyzing the regulatory compliance status of the CSPs. We implement a Heat
Map technique [29],[30], [136] proposed for service performance evaluation to evaluate
the regulatory compliance status of the cloud providers.
In the Heat Map technique, potential CSPs are sorted into marginal performance
quantile classes to rank the CSPs with multiple performance criteria in increasing order
or decreasing order [136]. Performance quantile class is associated in the color form dark
red (worst) to dark green (best) for the performance heat map visualization (See the
color legend for 7-tiles in Table 8.3). We have considered major parameters described in
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section 4.2. All the information is taken from their websites. The developed heat map
table gives a visualized table in what extent CSPs are accepting regulatory compliance
in their contract document.
We assign 0 to 3 ordinary levels according to detail specification provided in the
SLA document, terms of service and so on. If there is not any information provided,
we assign ‘NA’ in that particular parameter [119]:
• 3 - “Available, complete and included all the points”,
• 2 - “Available, sufficient and missing some points”,
• 1- “Avaiable, insufficient and missing some points”,
• 0- “Availale, insufficient but not clear points”
• ‘NA’ - “Not Available”
We assign corresponding ordinal level according to fair and transparent contract
document they have committed to the users (See Table 8.1). The proposed visualized
table gives an idea to cloud users, cloud service brokers and regulatory bodies; how
CSPs are aware of regulatory compliance in contractual terms in cloud computing.
First row in the Table 8.3 gives the criteria of the evaluations. Second row represents
the weight of the criteria. However, different weights can be assigned for the evalua-
tion according to the evaluator requirements, we have assigned equal weight in each
sub-criteria considering all criteria are equally important. tau value represents the
dominancy level of sorting (for instance 0.52 is dominancy level in this case). How-
ever, non of the CSPs the complete information to make safe and fair contract, cloud
providers Amazon, Google Cloud Storage and Microsoft Azure give more information
in their contract document than other cloud providers in selected providers in this reg-
ulatory compliance analysis (See Table 8.3). The ordinary levels and heat map table
presented in this section is only for explanatory purposes (See Table 8.3) and should not
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be considered in any case as conclusive because expressing legal issues in quantitative
value is not straightforward. It is worthwhile to mention here that this paper is only
concerned with transparency level in terms of their contract document in their website
according to the current legal framework and does not check the service performance
level of CSPs.
8.2.2 Concluding Remarks
Cloud contract is the most important legal binding document, which ensures fair and
safe to all parties before delivering or receiving services in cloud computing. Obviously,
it is not possible to cover all the terms and conditions in the contract document but it
should be clear enough and fair for all parties involved in the agreement. Current cloud
contract committed by CSPs seems it is not sufficient as a fair and safe and transparent
cloud contract. The literatures, recommendation of different independent bodies and
analysis of terms of service and SLA agreement committed by CSPs show that cloud
users are still not convinced with the current cloud contracts. The heat map table
presented in this paper gives the position of CSPs according to their regulatory compli-
ance status in their contract document. Visualized table of this information committed
by the cloud service providers helps cloud users to choose appropriate CSP according
to their requirements and also helps cloud service broker to recommend CSPs accord-
ing to users’ requirements. The potential future work includes the implementation of
proposed heat map technique in SLA assured service brokering framework [138], which
covers both service performance status and regulatory compliance status in service
recommending to the users.
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8.3 DPIA
Data protection impact assessment (DPIA) is carried out to assess potential harm to
individuals as well as the risks related to carrying out processes [4]. The aim of DPIA is
to identify the main risks of a project with respect to the rights of data subjects concern-
ing their personal data [18], [27]. In the revised European data protection regulation
(GPDR), data protection impact assessment is going to be mandatory for organizations
in certain situations. Organizations have to carry out the DPIA once the new GPDR is
in effect34. In this section, we provide the data protection impact assessment of decision
recommendation tool that is intended to process the data from multiple cloud providers
to recommend cloud services to the cloud service users. For the impact assessment, we
referred the questionnaire proposed in A4Cloud project [4]. This questionnaire is based
on a legal and socio-economic analysis of privacy issues for cloud deployments including
analysis of the EU Data Protection Directive (DPD)35, the proposed EU GPDR, the
UK Information Commissioner’s Office’s (ICO) PIA Handbook36, and the PIA Guide
of the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner (OAIC)37. The questionnaire
does not assume that the user is familiar with certain basic data processing notions
such as “personal data” but rather helps the user in identifying whether personal data
is being processed. It also considers the protection of data subjects as the core of its
assessment [18].
34COM 11 final 2012/0011 (COD) European Commission: Proposal for a Regulation of the European
Parliament and of the Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal
data and on the free movement of such data (General Data Protection Regulation). Brussels, 25.1.2012
p. 1. (2012)
35Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of
such data OJ L281/31 (DPD) (1995)
36Information Commissioner’s Office: Privacy Impact Assessment Handbook,
http : //ico.org.uk/piahandbookhtmlv2/files/PIAhandbookV 2.pdf(2011)
37Australian Government, Office of the Australian Information Commissioner: Privacy Impact As-
sessment Guide (OAIC) (2010)
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8.3.1 Privacy Risk Indicators
Mainly seven privacy indicators are chosen for the data protection impact analysis
[A4cloud]:
1. Sensitivity (SEN): Risks related to a sensitive market (i.e. elderly, children, etc.)
and/or sensitive data (i.e. health or medical conditions, finance, sexual behavior)
2. Compliance(C): Risks related to compliance with external standards, policies,
laws, etc.
3. Trans-boarder Data Flow (TB): Risks related to transfer of information across
national borders
4. Transparency (T): Risks related to transparency in the areas of notice/user mes-
saging and choice/consent
5. Data Control (DC): Risks related to control of the data lifecycle (i.e., collection,
usage, quality, and/or retention)
6. Security (SEC): Risks related to security of data and data flows
7. Data Sharing (DS): Risks related to sharing data with third parties
To analyze the data protection impact, initially, we undertook with screening ques-
tionnaires and performed further questionnaire in details. Table 8.4 and Table 8.5 show
the detail answers of screening questionnaire and further detail answers of questionnaire
respectively.
8.3.2 Major Risks and Precautions to be Performed
The nature of the decision recommendation tool we have proposed, however, personal
data are not directly processed from individual consumer, it monitors the service per-
formance data of multiple cloud service providers as well as regulatory compliance
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check of them according to the current legal framework. These data are gathered from
multiple locations. In the DPIA screening questions, necessity of DPIA is identified in
such circumstances of the recommendation tool. Further impact assessment, with the
questionnaires recommended by A4cloud project [4], is performed and the following
major risks are identified in:
• Compliance [C],
• Sensitivity [SEN],
• Data Control [DC] and
• Data Sharing [DS].
The main sources of information of cloud service provider for regulatory compliance
status analysis are Cloud service providers’ available manifests including documents re-
lated to Terms of service, Service Level Agreements (SLAs), security practices, privacy
policies, the cloud documentations on getting started and other user guides and FAQs,
and commercially available cloud monitoring tools, particularly Cloud Harmony [5]&
Monitus citeMonitis to analyze the service performance of the cloud service providers.
Both monitoring tools are aware of the current legal framework in collecting informa-
tion from cloud service providers and individual user38 39. While collecting regulatory
compliance status and service performance status of cloud service providers, we fol-
lowed the standard data collection mechanism according to current legal framework to
prevent the probable Compliance [C] risk in cloud computing. Another risk indicator
Sensitivity [SEN] is comparatively lesser effective than Compliance [C] risk because the
decision recommendation tool is not directly involved with the individual information.
The personal information collected by third party is aware of Sensitivity [SEN] risk
and follow the necessary precaution to collect individual’s personal data. In the tool,
38https://cloudharmony.com/vendor
39http://www.monitis.com/privacy-cookies-policy
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lifecycle of data is for certain time period (for instance, over a month or year) and
data is shared only within the known parties. So, the tool has already considered the
prevention method to minimize the risk of Data Control (DC) and Data Sharing (DS).
Another possible risk in our tool might be the Trans-boarder Data flow (TB), which
needs to be carefully managed while transferring information across national boarder
or especially outside the EEA region. Service performance of cloud service provider is
transparently monitored and will be shared to known third parties. So, Transparency
(T) risk is less effective in the recommendation tool. However, the recommendation
tool does not have strict data security policy (signatures, hashes, encryptions, it has
sufficient security provision for the data and secure enough within the system. So, it is
less risky in Security (SEC) risk indicator.
8.4 Summary
In this chapter, terms and conditions and SLA committed by cloud providers are an-
alyzed in the first section. In the next section, missing points in terms of service and
SLA are discussed. This information is realized in the heat map table to provide the
transparent pictorial view of regulatory compliance status of the cloud providers. In
the last section, DPIA assessment is carried out to assess potential harm to individuals
as well as the risks related to carrying out processes in decision recommendation tool
proposed in the thesis.
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Table 8.2: SLA offered by International Cloud Providers
SN Cloud Provider SLA offer Last Update/
Revised
1 Microsoft Azure 99.99% Storage , 99.9% for Azure 2015-09-01
Active Directive, 99.95% for API
management, App Service,
Cloud Services and VM,
DB, 99.9% App Gateway,
Backup, Cache, CDN
2 GMOCloud -US 99.95% 2012-12-04
3 HP Cloud 100% HP cloud DNS, 99.95 compute,
Block/object Storage, CDN
4a Amazone S3 Amazon S3 99.9% 2015-09-16
4b Amazone EC2 Amazon EC2 99.9% 2013-06-01
5 Rackspace 100% Network Availability, DC HVAC 2015-07-24
(Heating, Ventilation and AC)
and Power, Cloud Server
Host including hypervisor,
99.9% Cloud Block Storage,
6 Google Cloud Monthly Uptime 100% DNS, 99.95% 2015-12-17
in computing, Cloud SQL,
cloud Services, 99.9% in Cloud
Storage, Prediction API,
BigQuery cloud Services,
7 City Cloud 100% uptime by city networks
8 Cloud Sigma 100% uptime reference point
9 Elastic Host 99.95% in Elastic Computing Services
1x the cost of resources unavailable,
10 Centurylink 100% uptime for Public Network, 2015-10-01
Private Network, 99.99% in Control
Portal and API, Virtual Servers, 99.9% in
Bare Metal Servers, Managed
OS, Object Storage,
11 Digital Ocean 99.99% uptime SLA around network,
power and virtual server availability
12 GoGrid 100% in Server Uptime Persistent
Storage, Network Performance:
Internal/External Cloud Storage
Server Reboot Support Response
Time Domain Name Physical 22/11/ 2013
Services Security 24 x 365
Engineering Support
13 UpCloud 100% uptime in all the services 04/04/2012
14 IBM no specific SLA metrics 09/2014
15 ExoscaleCloud 99.95% uptime in all the services 01/04/2016
16 Baremetal Cloud 99.95% uptime in all the services 01/04/2016
17 Aruba Cloud 99.95% minimum uptime in all services
18 Softlayer Cloud 100% availability in all networks 03/2016
19 Vaultnetwork Cloud 99.5% minimum uptime in all services
20 CloudCentral Cloud 95.95% minimum uptime in all services
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Table 8.3: Pictorial View of Cloud Contracts offered by International Cloud Service
Providers
Table 8.4: Answers of DPIA Screening Questions
No Explanation Risk Indicator
1 The information can be used associated to
particular name of the cloud service provider
2 The information processed does not directly
reveal certain characterestics of individuals
3 The information fall under the following particularly
sensitive nature: a. Location of Data
4 Scale of processing operation Large
5 The nature of activity is monitoring of
the publically accessible data
6 Third parties are involved in storage,
processing, use, or transfer of an information
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Table 8.5: Answers of DPIA Questions
No Explanation Score Wt Risk
Indicator
1 Type of Project Established in EU Territory N/A
Web Browsing+ Service (Delivery) SEN
Processing for historical, scientific SEN
statistical or research purpose
2 Collection Information of individual is not processed. DC
and use of So, individual consent is not obtained
information
Information is not completely relied on consent DC
Decisions are made on the basis of historical and T
current data collected C
Processing is necessary for N/A
Performance of contract between two parties
Processing is necessary in order for compliance
with a legal obligation
Different types of information rather than N/A
individual information is processed
All the information and its subsets handled are C
necessary to fulfill the purpose of the project
It is possible for the individual to restrict DC
the purposes of processing information C
Result of the outcome does not have direct effect SEN
on individual
Nature of operation should not comply C
with the rules regarding data processing in
more than one set of regulations
Information comes from 3rd parties N/A
Information processing does not have any SEN
discrimination
Information is double checked in order to N/A
ensure the validity and authenticity
Project has data security policy (signatures, SEC
hashes, encryptions are not used).
Security policy is not updated frequently
Information is retained for a certain time DC
3 Transfer of Information is transferred to the third party as a DS
Information recommendation but personal data will DC
not disclosed DC
Third parties uses information in a manner DS DC
consistent with the project purposes C
Information may sell/rent or by or simply DS
disclosing information to third parties
4 Cloud It is owned by or operated for a specific C
Specific group of users with common interest in a
Questions shared manner (community cloud)
It is also applicable for the end users N/A
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Part VI
Concluding Remarks
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Works
In this chapter, we conclude the thesis by summarizing its contributions and their
implications for the advancement of multi-cloud service brokering research. We present
in Section 9.1 a summary of the thesis contributions, and in Section 9.2 we discuss the
constraints of the achieved contributions, and the possible extensions to mitigate them.
Finally, Section 9.3 presents the potential future research directions that go beyond
this research work.
9.1 Summary
The main objective of this research work is to find an answer to the following funda-
mental question:
How can a SLA assured service-brokering framework be realized to recommend the
cloud services to the users according to their preferences from multi-cloud environment,
which is also aware with legal/regulatory compliance check of cloud service provider
according to the current legal framework?
In the following, we summarize the contributions achieved throughout this thesis,
which answer the above question by addressing the four research questions presented in
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Section 1.2. The objective of Research Question 1 is to address the current legal issues
to be followed by cloud service provider and cloud service broker according to current
legal framework. To address this research question, important issues to be considered
in Terms of Service and SLA commitments offered by international cloud providers are
analyzed in chapter 4 and their regulatory compliance status is evaluated and missing
points are identified in current terms of service and SLA in chapter 8. The proposed
Heat Map algorithm is also implemented to evaluate the regulatory status of the cloud
providers. However expressing legal terms in ordinary value is not straight forward, it
gave transparent and consistent results to evaluate the regulatory compliance status of
the cloud providers. With the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) there will
be a legal obligation for organizations/projects to conduct a Data Protection Impact
Assessment (DPIA) to identity the data privacy risks due to establishment of such
organizations/projects. According to the new EU General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), DPIA is performed to analyze the possible data privacy risks due to our
proposed decision recommendation tool. Major potential data privacy risks due to
decision recommendation tool and necessary precautions to be performed to minimize
those risks are also identified.
To address the Research Question 2, SLA assured cloud brokering framework is
proposed in chapter 5, which shows:
1) how can an independent 3rd party cloud auditor/verifier can be realized?
2) how can service performance of CSPs be monitored and compared against the SLA
committed by cloud service providers?
3) how can service performance be evaluated based on data/information received from
cloud service providers?
4) how can cloud services be recommended according to the requirements of the cloud
users? and
5) how can SLA attributed be used to monitor and include both measurable and non-
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measurable parameters to evaluate the performance of cloud service providers?
To sort/rank the cloud providers according to the service performance (commit-
ted and delivered) of CSPs, two evaluation techniques; IFL technique and Heat Map
technique, are proposed, which addresses the Research Question 3. These two tech-
niques are also compared in chapter 7 evaluating both proposed techniques using real
service performance data of the CSPs. In the overall performance evaluation of cloud
service provider, Heat Map technique gave consistent and transparent result than IFL
technique. In IFL technique, importance of criteria and weightage of evaluators can be
easily assigned than Heat Map technique. However, in the observation, it is seen in IFL
technique that it is extremely guided by the opinion of the most critical performance
evaluators. If any user/evaluator provides a very bad feedback to the cloud service
provider, it extremely changes the position of the CSP. Due to many reasons mentioned
in chapter 7, Heat Map technique is recommended to recommend the cloud services
to the cloud users as an independent cloud service broker. Heat Map technique pro-
vides a convincing, consensually ranked and transparent multiple criteria performance
ranking of commercially available providers, contrary to the IFL evaluation technique.
The performance Heat Map is a tool that is more expressive and precise than the IFL
technique in case of recommendation of cloud services to the cloud users according to
their specific requirements by cloud service brokers. Within this thesis, this tool is also
called as decision recommendation tool. Moreover, the performance Heat Map tech-
nique also provides more convincing results when numbers of alternatives increases to
more than few alternatives.
To recommend cloud services to the cloud users according to their requirements,
we analyzed the service delivery pattern of the cloud service providers and predicted
future performance behavior of the cloud providers, which helps cloud users in decision
making to select the appropriate cloud service provider. This contribution addresses
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the Research Question 4. Service performance behavior of CSPs is analyzed using mon-
itored data gathered over a month. These data are further used to predict the future
behavior of CSPs in chapter 7 using automatic prediction methods. Error calculation
in service performance prediction shows that these prediction methods can be imple-
mented to collect the future behavior of CSPs for short time period as well as longer
time period.
As discussed in this section, SLA committed, SLA delivered, cloud service user
feedback, and regulatory compliance status of the cloud service providers are consid-
ered to recommend the cloud service to the cloud users as an independent 3rd party
SLA assured service broker in multi-cloud environment. Cloud auditor/verifier module
verifies the service performance of cloud provider against the SLA commitment of the
cloud service providers.
Overall, this work distinguishes itself from existing research achievements with the
following unique contributions:
1. A Generic overview of terms of service and SLA commitments of commercially
available cloud providers and acceptable SLA attributes to monitor the perfor-
mance of CSPs to include both measurable and non-measurable parameters.
2. Verification of service performance delivery of the cloud service providers against
the service commitments in the SLA document.
3. Service performance evaluation and position ranking of CSPs according to service
peformance delivery.
4. Service performance delivery behavior analysis of CSPs to select the multiple
alternative sets of performances according to cloud users’ requirements. It also
includes the future service performance behavior of the cloud providers, which
helps cloud users in decision making to select the cloud services appropriate for
them.
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5. Regulatory compliance analysis of cloud providers based on information provided
in manifests including documents related to terms of service, Service Level Agree-
ments (SLAs), security practices, privacy policies, the cloud documentations on
getting started and other user guides and FAQs by cloud service providers. Heat
Map technique is also implemented in regulatory compliance analysis of cloud
service provider as this technique gave convincing, flexible and expandable result
for high decision alternatives with higher numbers of decision criteria.
6. Identify the major risks of a decision recommendation tool with respect to the
rights of data subjects concerning their personal data and precautions to be per-
formed to minimize the risks of data privacy rights of individuals .
9.2 Experimental Constraints
In this section, we discuss the constraints of the research contributions achieved through-
out this thesis, as stated in Chapter 7.
1. In this thesis work, we measured the performance of the cloud providers using
two commercially available performance monitoring tools. This two tools are
completely independent with each other and may produce the different results in
the same measurement due to different monitoring environment.
2. This research work was mainly based on Luxembourg. So, we considered all the
users accessing cloud services are located in Luxembourg. So, values of service
performance parameters and results produced due to measured value including
performance-ranking positions of CSPs might be completely different than the
parameter values and evaluated values presented in this thesis.
3. The service verification delivered by cloud providers are performed according
to the service level agreement committed by cloud service providers. We could
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verify with the information what CSPs has mentioned in the SLA template and
rest of the non-mentioned parameters in SLA template are not possible to verify.
This lack of details of Key Performance Indicatorss (KPIs) in SLA template may
cause regulatory challenges in cloud computing market and may create conflict
between cloud service provider and cloud service users due to lack of sufficient
transparency and accountability in information sharing by CSPs.
4. To analyze the regulatory compliance status of the cloud providers, we analyzed
the providers’ available manifests including documents related to Terms of service,
Service Level Agreements (SLAs), security practices, privacy policies, the cloud
documentations on getting started and other user guides and FAQs.
9.3 Research Challenges and Future Works
This section presents the research challenges and the future works to be performed in
SLA assured service brokering:
• In the proposed SLA assured cloud service brokering framework, there is a pro-
vision of collecting feedback from cloud service users while evaluating the perfor-
mance of cloud service providers to include both measurable and non-measurable
parameters. These users’ feedback are selected randomly for the evaluation pro-
pose as it was time consuming and hard to involve all the feedback of cloud users.
The potential future work includes the adaptation of real feedback of cloud users
in performance evaluation according to their service experience.
• The thesis work is mainly focused on service performance status and regulatory
compliance status analysis of the cloud providers. Cost analysis is also another
important factor to provide the optimum set of solutions to recommend cloud ser-
vices. Moreover, another potential future work includes the service optimization
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considering the price of cloud products and service committed by cloud service
providers [132]. Cloud broker collects service performance measurement of cloud
providers along with cost of each cloud services and offers set of solutions to the
cloud users applying Non-Dominated Sorting in Genetic Algorithms (NSGA) [52],
[124].
• In this thesis work, limited cloud service providers are included to evaluate the
results of the proposed evaluation techniques and service performance data of
20 cloud providers are included for the service pattern analysis, regulatory com-
pliance status and future performance behavior analysis with 6 major SLA at-
tributes. In the future work, the proposed framework can be expanded/extended
involving the data of maximum cloud service providers and SLA attributes.
• Due to limited resources, service performance of 30 days were included to analyze
the service performance patterns of CSPs and future service performance behavior
of CSPs are predicted for short time period. Data analysis and information of
longer time interval will be more reliable to cloud users. The potential future
work includes the monitoring of data over the long time period.
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Appendix B
Scripts for Performance
Evaluator Using Heat Map
B.1 Performance Evaluator implementation
This appendix provide the exact implementation of the Performance evaluator used for
our experiments. It is developed in python and for the sake of clarity we decided to
hide all the source code but the main procedure.
##################
from decimal import Decimal
from c o l l e c t i o n s import OrderedDict
a c t i on s = OrderedDict ( [
( ’ a02 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’GMOCloud−US ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’ s t a tu s down ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’GMO’ } ) ,
( ’ a04 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’Amazon S3 ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’ s t a tu s up ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’Amz ’ } ) ,
( ’ a10 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ E l a s t i c Host ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’ s t a tu s up ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ Ela ’ } ) ,
] )
o b j e c t i v e s = OrderedDict ( [
( ’A ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Av a i l a b i l i t y ’ , ’ weight ’ : 6 . 0 , ’ c r i t e r i a ’ : [ ’ 1a11 ’ , ’ 1a12 ’ , ’ 1a13 ’ ]} ) ,
( ’R ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ R e l i a b i l i t y ’ , ’ weight ’ : 6 . 0 , ’ c r i t e r i a ’ : [ ’ 1a21 ’ , ’ 1a22 ’ , ’ 1a23 ’ ]} ) ,
( ’P ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Performance ’ , ’ weight ’ : 3 . 0 , ’ c r i t e r i a ’ : [ ’ 1a31 ’ , ’ 1a32 ’ , ’ 1a33 ’ ]} ) ,
( ’C ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Costs ’ , ’ weight ’ : 4 . 0 , ’ c r i t e r i a ’ : [ ’ 1a41 ’ , ’ 1a42 ’ ]} ) ,
( ’S ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ S e cur i ty ’ , ’ weight ’ : 3 . 0 , ’ c r i t e r i a ’ : [ ’ 1a51 ’ , ’ 1a52 ’ , ’ 1a53 ’ ]} ) ,
] )
c r i t e r i a = OrderedDict ( [
( ’ 1a11 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’Uptime ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ ,
’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’A ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’upT ’ ,
’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a12 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’Downtime ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’A ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’dwT ’ ,
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’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a13 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Outage ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ ,
’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’A ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ouT ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a21 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Load ba lac ing ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’R ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’LB ’ ,
’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a22 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’MTBF’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ ,
’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’R ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’MTBF’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a23 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Recoverable ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’R ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’Rcv ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a31 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Latency ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ ,
’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’P ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ Lat ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a32 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Response Time ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’P ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ rsT ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 16 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a33 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Throughput ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’P ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ tpT ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a41 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Storage Cost ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’C ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ stC ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 1 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ , ’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a42 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Snapshot Cost ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’C ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ snC ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 2 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a51 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Authent icat ion ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’S ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’auT ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 1 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a52 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Encryption ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’S ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’ enC ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 1 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ ,
’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 1 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 .0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) ,
( ’ 1a53 ’ , { ’name ’ : ’ Aud i t ab i l i t y ’ , ’ comment ’ : ’SLA de l i v e r ed by ex t e rna l aud i to r 1 ’ , ’ o b j e c t i v e ’ : ’S ’ , ’ shortName ’ : ’auD ’ , ’ weight ’ : Decimal ( ” 1 .00 ” ) , ’ s c a l e ’ : ( Decimal ( ” 0 .00 ” ) , Decimal ( ” 6 .00 ” ) ) , ’ p r e f e r en c eD i r e c t i on ’ : ’max ’ , ’ t h r e sho ld s ’ : { ’ p r e f ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 2 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ ind ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) ) , ’ veto ’ : ( Decimal ( ’ 4 . 0 ’ ) , Decimal ( ’ 0 . 0 ’ ) )} } ) , ] )
eva luat i on = {
’ 1a11 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”0” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”2” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a12 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”2” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a13 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”1” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a21 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a22 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”1” ) ,
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’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a23 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”1” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a31 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”2” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a32 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”−999” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”−999” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”−999” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a33 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”1” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”2” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a41 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”3” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a42 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”−999” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”−999” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a51 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a52 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
} ,
’ 1a53 ’ : {
’ a02 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a04 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
’ a10 ’ : Decimal ( ”4” ) ,
} ,}
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Acronyms
AHP analytic hierarchy process . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
ARIMA Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . vi
CC Cloud Computing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CU Cloud User/Customer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
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CSC Cloud Standards Coordination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
CSP Cloud Service Provider . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
CPU Computer Processing Unit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .53
DPIA Data Protection Impact Assessment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ix
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ETSI European Telecommunications Standard Institute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
EU European Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
GDPR General Data Protection Directive . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
IDC International Data Corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .23
IFL Intuinistic Fuzzy Logic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . viii
IFS Intuinistic Fuzzy Set . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
IPR Intellectual Property Rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . vii
ISO International Organizations for Standardization . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
KPI Key Performance Indicators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188
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OGF Open Grid Forum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
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